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Child porn
use alleged
by police in Tsunami flattens South Pacific island villages
investigation nu

Quake devastation

HAIMUNII VAGUE
Staff Writer
Kentucky
State
Police
spokesman Dean Patterson said
it could take quite a long time to
go through the evidence officials collected Monday in connection with a child pornography search of an Almo man's
home.
16"
KSP arrested
James Catlin,
59, of 80
Second St. in
Almo, at 5:35
p.m. Monday
after receiving
an anonymous
tip at II that
in
Police have
charged him with Possession of
Matter Portraying a Sexual
Performance by a Minor, two
counts of Possession of a
Controlled Substance (Meth,
Cocaine) and Possession of
Drug Paraphernalia. He is being
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail under a $50,000 cash bond
and is scheduled to appear in
Calloway County District Court
on Oct. 7.
Patterson said police searched
Cargill's trailer for about three
hours after obtaining search
warrants, leaving with several
boxes full of potential evidence
at about 7 p.m. Monday. He
said in addition to anything that
might be pornographic, police
seized many different types of
media. This included photo
albums, several computers and
laptops, burned CDs and

See Page 2A
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Wednesday...Sunny. Highs
in the lower 70s. North winds 5
to 10 mph.
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around dawn Tuesday.
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SASAPOLUTIELS
The quake was centered about 125 miles (200
Associated Press Writers
kilometers) from Samoa, an island nation of
PIA, Samoa (AP) — A massive tsunami 180,000 people located about halfway between
hurled by a powerful earthquake flattened New Zealand and Hawaii. It was about 120 miles
Samoan villages and swept cars and peo- (190 kilometers) from neighboring American
ple out to sea, killing at least 99 and leaving Samoa,a U.S. territory that is home to 65,000 peodozens missing Wednesday. The toll was expected ple.
to rise.
Four tsunami waves 15 to 20 feet(4 to6 meters)
Survivors fled the fast-churning water for high- high roared ashore on American Samoa, reaching
AP Photo/SamoaNews.com, Ausage Fausia
er ground on the South Pacific islands and up to a mile (1.5 kilometers) inland, Mike People walk among a scene of devastation following a powremained huddled there hours after the quake,
erful quake, in Pago Pago village, on American Samoa
with a magnitude between 8.0 and 8.3, struck NI See Page 2A
Tuesday, Sept. 29.
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Change of Venue

Local woman returns to Murray after 11 years
in New York City to set up studio and gallery
KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
n 1998, Murray High School
and Murray State University
graduate Jennifer Fairbanks
headed to New York City for
two months on a Kentucky Arts
Council fellowship. Eleven
years later, she decided it was
time to come home. "
Fairbanks has returned to
Murray to open Gallery 109 and
Fairbanks Studio on 109 North
Dy

Third Street, a combination art
gallery, studio and apartment

space.
The location features a large,
open mom with generous and
varied wall space for hanging
art, along with a corner full of
art supplies and canvas. A tall,
flexible room divider on wheels
made of stretch canvas gives
Fairbanks the flexibility to modify the room to her needs,
whether to close off a section
for a show or open it up for a
class. At the front, giant plate
glass windows and a set of
doors echo the building's previous occupant, the Gibson Ham
Company.
Fairbanks chose the location
after visiting Murray briefly in
late ApriUearly May. At the
time, she had spent the past
three years in New York painting full-time and felt compelled
to make a change of venue. At
the same time, her rent was
raised to an unreachable
amount, giving her the extra
nudge she needed.

Wednesday night.. Mostly
•See Page 2A
clear. Lows around 50.
Thursday. Mostly sunny.

Trigg votes Tuesday.
to allow liquor sales

Local artist Jennifer Fairbanks has returned to Murray after 11 years in New York City and

CADIZ, Ky. (AP) - Triu
County voters have decided by
a narrow margin to allow sales
of alcoholic beverages in the
western Kentucky county.
The Paducah Sun reports
that county Clerk Wanda
Thomas announced that the initiative passed by a 36-vote marsh,Iliesday.
The Rev. Archie Brock, vice
president of the group Trigg
Citizens Against Alcohol, says
the group has no plans to challenge the vote.

opened Gallery 109 and Fairbanks Studio on 109 North Third Street In Murray. One of
Fairbanks' current paintings is this one that her sister, Angela Carpenter, modeled for.

In See Page 2A
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Highs In the mid 70s.
Thursday
night.. Partly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 50s.
Friday.. Partly sunny with a
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 70s.
Friday night._Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. Lows in the lower 50s.
sunny.
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the lower 70s.

•

IVICCH nurses, employees
finalize equipment details
Special to the Ledger
urray-Calloway County Hospital nurses
and employees recently met with Space
Labs Monitoring to finalize details

M

regarding the new patient monitoring equipment

night.. Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows around 50.
' Sunday.. Mostly clear. Highs
In the lower 70s.

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new expansion project can be seen In this photo taken Tuesday.

that will be installed throughout the new South
Tower of the hospital.
This state of the art equipment will be utilized
in the Emergency, Critical Care, Progressive
Care and Surgery Departments. The new equipment will offer the latest technology and will
allow for individualized monitoring of each
patient, according to Melony Bray, director of
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Planning and Marketing at MCCH.
The South Tower of Murray-Calloway County:
Hospital is expected to be complete January
2010.
"Having all of the monitoring equipment in the
new south tower from the same company allows
us to better follow the monitored patient throughout their hospital stay. It will be a great asset to
our patients and staff," said Jeanne Mathis. director of Emergency Services.
For more information on the expansion project
of Mini-ay-Calloway County Hospital, call (270)
762.1381.
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Kentucky

I Police...

News In Brief

From Front
DVDs, VHS tapes and old 5
1/2-inch floppy disks that
haven't been manufactured for
years. The outdated nature of
some of the materials could
indicate that Cargill may have
allegedly been in possession of
pornography for a long time,
Patterson said.
Patterson said it could take a
long time to review the materials and that some of it may be
sent to Louisville and Frankfort
to speed the process along.

Man who drew bock Into maw ears arrested
WICKLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police have charged a
Maryland man with intentionally ramming his vehicle into two
sheriff's patrol cars in western Kentucky, slightly injuring two
deputies.
Ryan C. Hardesty of Woodbine, Md., was charged on Tuesday
with a number of offenses including DUI and assault of a police
officer.
The 25-year-old Hardesty is held in the Ballard County
Detention Center in Wickliffe.
Investigators said a pickup truck driven by Hardesty veered off
U.S. 60 in LaCenter and struck patrol cars occupies by Ballard
County Sheriff's Deputies Russell Benson and Kevin Green late
Saturday night. The officers were stopped in a parking lot.
Hardesty, Benson, Green and Thomas Childress of Wickliffe
were taken to hospitals. Childress was a passenger in the pickup.

II Treats...

Forest firs hazard sumo begins Tbarsday

From Front
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger a Times
Fairbanks is pictured with various works currently on display in the Paintings and Works on
Paper exhibition In the background is her studio space, which can be modified and closed off
with a movable barrier for shows.

•Studio and gallery ...
From Front
"I was already at a turning
point so I took it as a sign. It's
hard to survive in New York by
your art and I thought, 'I can
• find a better place to do this,—
she said.
With the help of Matt Falwell,
'owner of Falwell Construction,
'•she took the empty building and
'transformed it. Falwell said his
team cleaned, painted and
scraped the shell of a building
and then began construction.
.,The doors on the front and glass
.windows were original and
, restored. In the rear of the building, an apartment was built that
-Falwell said could be turned
• into an office in the future.
Deana Wright, manager of the
' Murray Main Street program,
said she was happy to see
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growth on North Third Street.
"I call that street the 'sleeper
street' because it has so much
potential and she took advantage of it. It's a really nice building and has been sitting there
empty for the last 10-15 years,"
Wright said.
Fairbanks has been interested
in art since as early as she can
remember. However, around her
freshman year of high school
she had a brief sabbatical from
art that lasted until her junior
year of high school.
"My junior year I took an art
class and the teacher was
incredibly encouraging and
there was no looking back from
there. I spent six weeks as a
journalism major at MSU and
switched to an art major before
the end of the semester,"
Fairbanks said.
After graduating from MSU,
Fairbanks split her time between
Murray and Paducah while
working at a gallery and studio.
Despite her time hi the arts in
Paducah, she said the decision
to bring her studio to Murray
was easy.
"My roots are here,family and
friends. I have had so mach help
'around here, if I had been further away it would have been a
lot harder," she said.
Her time in New York was
spent in a variety of ways, but
always centered around art. She
supported herself working various odd jobs.
"I worked in the New York
Academy of Art for one and a
half years as security and front
desk reception, was a proofreader at an investment banking
magazine, coat check clerk and
even construction. I also did a
lot of temp work," she said.
Out of exasperation from
working so many odd jobs,
Fairbanks enrolled at New York
University and earned her master's degree in ari therapy. She
said it was a good way to have a
job that is art-related and could
providie support.
After graduation, she worked

for a year and a half at a clinic
helping homeless adults with
schizophrenia before leaving to
pursue painting full-time. While
the job was enjoyable and she
isn't ruling out ever returning to
art therapy. Fairbanks said it
consumed so much of her time
that little was left for her art.
"It's a full-time career thing,
and didn't leave room for much
else. I liked it though, clients
were constantly surprising you
in good and bad ways," she said.
Fairbanks also spent time traveling to Spain, what she studied and had works on display.
Between Spain and New York,
she said the knowledge she
gained was immense.
"It was an amazing opportunity to learn and have a chance to
be exposed to many teachers
and museums. I had waited
from books before that had
artists in them thet I this studied
with in New York. We a fun
place to live, but challenging,"
she said.
Fairbanks' hopes for Gallery
109 is to have a rotation of local
art shown and to also bring In
other artists' work. She plans to
show not only paintings, but
other act nieditnns as well.
On the studio side, Fairbanks
said she will continue her own
art and is also teaching chimes.
At present, she teaches a beginning painting class but hopes to
add more in the future.
Currently, the gallery Ii showing Paintings and Works on
Paper through Sunday, October
18. Gallery hours are 11 a.m. to
7 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday or by appointment.
Featured artists in the show are
Annie
Wildey,
Benjamin
McVey,
Daniel
Colon,
Fairbanks, Mark Gonzales and
Sachie Koyama.
The gallery's Web site has
information on the current exhibition and an classes and is
located
at
www.ga1lery109.com. Fairbanks' personal
site is www.jfairbenks.com and
features examples of her work.

WATCH receives funding
nen Report
The Murray Work Activities
Training Center for the
Handicapped (WATCH) recently received more than $7,000 in
grant money from the Kentucky
Colonels.
Peggy Williams, executive
director of WATCH, Inc., said
the $7,766 will be used to install
new floor tile in the WATCH
Annex on 105 N. Seventh

Doctors'Discovery
Helps Diabetics
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Street. Williams received the
check last week during a presentation in Paducah at the
Market House Theatre.
The Kentucky Colonels have
been supporters of WATCH
since 1985 and to date have
contributed almost $175,000 in
assistance
through
grant
requests. WATCH is a private,
non-profit agency and serves
developmentally disabled adults
over age 21.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Division of Forestry
says the forest fire hazard season begins Thursday.
During the season, it is illegal to burn anything within 150 feet
of any woodland or brushland between the daylight hours of 6
a.m. and 6 p.m.
Forestry officials say the law is, intended to prevent fires during
a time of year when the potential for dry conditions and the accumulation of leaf litter increases risks for wildfires.
Division of Forestry Director Leah MacSwords says an added
concern this year is that several serious storms, including a devastating ice storm, left "a significant increase in dead and fallen
trees."
The fall fire season runs through Dec. 15.

costume contest. The event will
take place from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Friday, Oct. 30.
"This year is shaping up to be
the biggest ever," Martin said.
''Five new organizations have
requested tables before we have
even started calling. Anyone
may host a table and as always
churches, non-profits and community interest groups are
always welcome."
There is no fee for organizations wanting to participate. The
only requirement is that participating groups bring enough
candy for approximately 1,500
youngsters.
"Yes. It really is THAT big,"
Martin said.
However all groups wanting
to participate in giving out
candy to the youngsters are
asked to be there about 5:30 to
get set up. Journey Church and
Fratemal Order of Police are
partnering agencies this year.
Those interested in participating in distribution of treats to
youngsters are asked to contact
Martin at 762-0325 as soon as
possible.

Sons Mono farmers dealt lab-suss,sstiodt
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Recent heavy rains that soaked
Kentucky delivered a late-season setback to some tobacco farmers
as their leaf ripens, dampening their hopes for a bumper crop after
a couple of drought years.
More than a half-foot of rain fell across part of the Bluegrass
State last week as the bulk of the burley tobacco crop was curing
in barns — an autumn ritual when the long green leaves gradually
change to reddish brown in a process that prepares the leaf for
market.
The prolonged stretch of wet weather in the state that leads the
nation in burley production at least briefly heightened the risk of
tobacco being afflicted with mild or fungus that can rot away part
of the leaf.
Fields with uncut tobacco turned into muddy bogs, slowing harvest and hurting leaf quality.
"It's certainly putting a hardship on the farmers," said Nick
Carter, agricultural extension agent in Fayette County in central
Kentucky.

Murray woman injured In
Monday afternoon accident
that Can had attempted to pull
Sy 111111110NS"MOUE
Staff Writer
into the Mason Lodge parking
A Murray woman was injured lot but hesitated and stopped in
in an accident near the intersec- the roadway. According to the
tion of State Route 121 .North report from CCSO, Carr's vehiand Johnny .Robertson Road cle appeared to have spun
Monday afternoon.
around after the collision and
Deputy Charles J. Holland of was stopped after striking a tree
the Calloway County Sheriff's stump off the road on the northOffice was dispatched to the bound lane. Can's vehicle was
scene at approximately 3:25 towed by Parker Ford
and
p.m. and found both vehicles Johnson's vehicle was
towed by
involved in the collision off the
McClard's Towing.
roadway when he arrived.
The press release noted that
A vehicle driven by Zackery
Carr was transported to the
Tyler Johnson, 19, of Eureka,
emergency room at MurrayMo., was facing north on 121
North, while the vehicle driven Calloway County Hospital after
by Donna M. Can, 65, of complaining of pain to her arms
Gatesborough Circle in Murray, and legs. Johnson and Fryman
was facing south. Phillip Myles were also taken to MCCH after
Fryman, 18, also of Eureka, complaining of pain to their
was a passenger in Johnson's hands and legs. Can was then
flown
by
helicopter
to
vehicle.
According to a press release Vanderbilt Medical Center,
from the sheriff's office, due to where her condition was listed
injuries. Can could not make a this morning as critical but stastatement to the deputy. ble, according to a hospital
Johnson and Fryman both stated spokesperson.

Morganfield
man's vehicle
goes through
vacant house
SIM Aspect
A Morganfield man was
injured Saturday night after
driving through a vacant house
and striking a tree at the end of
Glendale Road.
According to the Murray
Police Department, Shane
Alexander, 23, of Morganfield
was driving east on Glendale
Road in a Chevy Impala at
approximately 10:05 p.m.
when he failed to stop at the
intersection where Glendale
ends and meets Fourth Street.
He then drove through a
vacant house at 727 South
Fourth St., finally colliding
with a tree behind the Wait
MF'D spokeswoman Tracy
Coupe said.
The
Murray
Fire
Department and the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
ambulance service assisted at
the scene. He was transported
to the hospital, but an update on
his condition was not immediately available.

•Quake, tsunami ...

Tem Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Architectural
Review Board meeting set
for Thursday has been canoiled.
• To report a Town Crier
Rom call 753-1916.

II Trigg to allow liquor sales ...
From Front
County
JudgeTrigg
Executive Stan Humphries says
it could take 60 to 90 days to
develop a local ordinance to
begin sales of package liquor

and alcohol by the drink.
Humphries says individual voting precincts in the county seeking to return to dry status could
petition to seek a dry-vote referendum

200 MILE YARD SALE
Mg Octant 2
tatirdas Oct*.3
Soli% Octliow 4

From Front
Reynolds, superintendent of the
National Park of American
Samoa, was quoted as saying by
a parks service spokeswoman.
The same day, western
Indonesia was rocked by a
strong
underwater quake,
briefly triggering a tsunami alert
for countries along the Indian
Ocean and sending panicked
residents out of their houses.
The alert was later canceled.
The Samoan capital, Apia,
was virtually deserted by afternoon, with schools and businesses closed. Hours after the
waves struck, fresh sirens rang
out with another tsunami alert
and panicked residents headed
for higher ground again,
although there was no indication of a new quake.
In American Samoa's capital
of Pago Pago, the streets and
fields were filled with ocean
debris, mud, overturned cars
and several boats as a massive
cleanup effort continued into the
night. Several buildings in the
city
just a few feet above sea
level -- were flattened. Several
areas were expected to be without electncity for up to a month_
In Washington, President
Obama has declared a major
disaster for American Samoa.
In a statement issued early
Wednesday,()llama said he and

his wife, Michelle, "will keep
those who have lost so much in
our thoughts and prayers."
Hampered by power and communications outages, officials in
the South Pacific islands struggled to determine damage and
casualties.
Samoan police commissioner
Lilo
The
Maiava
told
Associated Press that police
there had confirmed 63 deaths
but that officials were still
searching the devastated areas,
so the number of deaths might
rise soon.
At least 30 people were killed
on American Samoa, Gov.
Togiola Tulafono said, adding
that the toll was expected to rise
as emergency crews were recovering bodies overnight.
"I don't think anybody is
going to be spared in this disaster," said Tulafono, who was in
Hawaii for a conference. He
added that a member of his
extended family was among the
dead in the disaster.
Authorities in Tonga confirmed at least six additional
people dead in the island nation
west of the Samoas, New
Zealand's acting Prime Minister
Bill English said. He said
Tongan officials told him that
four people were missing after
the tsunami swept ashore on the
northern island of Niva.
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4,000 U.S. soldiers head home from Iraq

Mrs. Maras Nell Soft

WASHINGTON (AP)--- The
United States is speeding up its
military withdrawal from Iraq,
sending 4,000 more troops home
next month, the top American
commander there says.
The reduced number of
troops in Iraq — from 124,000
to 120,000 by the end of
October
marks the latest U.S.
step in winding down the sixyear war. The reduction was to
be announced today by Army
Gen. Ray Odierno.
"We have already begun
deliberately drawing down our
forces
without sacrificing
security," Odierno said in a
statement he was to deliver to
the House Armed Services
Committee.
"As we go forward, we will
thin our lines across Iraq in
order to reduce the risk and susUlm stability through a deliberate transition of responsibilities
so the Iraqi security forces,Odierno said.
A copy of the testimony was
obtained Tuesday by The
Associated Press. A Defense

The funeral for Mrs. Martha Nell Smith was today (Wednesday)
at I I a.m in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Kendnck Lewis officiated. Music was by Michael Milby and
Todd and Sheila Walker. Pallbearers were Phil and Mark McCallon,
Max and Kenneth Cleaver, David Collins and Jerry Majors. Bunal
was in the Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery. Online condolences
may be made at www.yorkfutteralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kirksey United
Methodist Church, P.O. Box 8, Kirksey, KY 42054.
Mrs. Smith, 51, Murray,died Sunday,Sept. 27, 2009, at 2:25 p.m.
in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her father, Jewell Edward McCallon, preceded her in death. She
was born July 3, 1958, in Murray.
Mrs. Smith was a legal assistant for The General COMMIlei at
Murray State University, and had been employed for many years
prior with Bill Phillips, Attorney at Law, until his retirement. She
was a member and treasurer of Kirksey United Methodist Church
and served as treasurer for Asbury Cemetery. She was a graduate of
Murray State University.
Survivors include her husband, Ray Smith, to whom she was
married April 17, 1999: her mother, Datha McCallon, and two sisters, Margaret McCallon and Marilynn Downey, all of Kirksey; one
brother, Dale McCallon and wife, Melanie, Murray; niece, Rebecca
Downey, Kirksey; nephew, Dylan McCallon, Murray; mother-inlaw, Quava Honchul and husband, Delbert, Murray; two brothers-inlaw, Dr. Kim Smith, Huntsville, Ala., and Dr. Roger Smith and wife,
Linda, Yorktown, Ind.; local step sister-in-law, Delaine Cook and
husband, Tim, Murray.

Pall Ohioan
Mrs. Margie Si.. Morris FAN
The funeral for Mrs. Margie Sue Morris Fulton was today
(Wednesday)at II a.m. at Ledbetter Baptist Church, where she was
a member. Bro. Troy Dcweese, Bro. Paul Bogard and Bro. Phillip
Bazzell officiated. Music was by Tommy Bogard, Gerdie Sheppard
and Lea Wells. Pallbearers were Matt Parker, Keith Peery, William
T. Morns, Aaron Collie, Glen Tucker and Ronnie Morris. Burial was
in the Ledbetter Baptist Church Cemetery. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Fulton, 81, Benton, died Sunday, Sept. 27, 2009, at 11:15
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Cody Thomas
Morris, her second husband, Clayton Fulton, and one brother,
William Lonnie Turner Jr. Born Nov. 6, 1927, in Trigg County, she
was the daughter of the late William Lonnie Turner and Cordie
Morrison Turner.
Survivors include three daughters, Ann Peery and husband, Ed,
Susan Parker and husband, Darrell, and Regina Hale, two sons,
Tommy Morris and wife, Shirley, and William C. Morris, and one
brother Eugene Kirk, all of Murray; eight grandchildren, Tina
Collie, Keith Peery, Kristy Welch, Man Parker, William T. Morris,
Stacey Hale and Nib Hale, all of Murray, and Melanie Waller of
Franklin, Tenn.; nine great-grandchildren.

Toyota recalls Camry,
Prius over crash threat
WASHINGTON (AP) — which the accelerator may have
Toyota Motor Corp. Said becotne stuck on the Toyota
Tuesday it will recall 3,8 million vehicles involved. h was unclear
vehicles in the United States,the how many led to crashes but the
company's largest-ever U.S. inquiry was prompted by a highrecall, to address problems with speed crash in August in
a removable floor mat that could California of a Lexus barreling
cause accelerators to get stuck out of control. As the vehicle hit
speeds exceeding 120 mph,famand lead to a crash.
The recall will involve popu- ily members made a frantic 911
lar models such as the Toyota call and said the accelerator was
Camry,the top-selling passenger stuck and they couldn't stop the
car in America, and the Toyota vehicle.
-This is an urgent matter,"
Prins, the best-selling gas-elecTransportation Secretary Ray
tric hybrid.
Toyota said it was still work- LaHood said in a statement.
ing with officials with the "For everyone's sake, we
Highway Traffic strongly urge owners of these
National
Safety Administration to find a vehicles to remove mats or other
remedy to fix the problem and obstacles that could lead to
said owners could be notified unintended acceleration."
The recall will affect 2007about the recall as early as next
week. Toyota spokesman Iry 2010 model year Toyota Crum,
Miller said until the company 2005-2010 Toyota Avalon,
finds a fix, owners should take 2004-2009 Toyota Prius, 2005out the removable floor mat on 2010 Tacoma, 2007-2010
the driver's side and not replace Toyota Tundra, 2007-2010
Lexus ES350 and 2006-2010
it.
"A stuck open accelerator Lexus IS250 and IS350.
Toyota's previously largest
pedal may result in very high
vehicle speeds and make it diffi- U.S. recall was about 900,000
cult to stop a vehicle, which vehicles in 2005 to fix a steering
could cause a crash, serious issue. The company declined to
say how many complaints it had
injury or death," Miller said.
NHTSA said it had received received about the accelerator
reports of 102 incidents in issue.

Department official confirmed tensions continue to stall closely."
Odierno planned to announce he progress between Arabs and
Iraq's government promised
is reducing the number of Kurds.
to open thousands of police and
brigades in 1r3q, as has been
As the January elections military jobs, dominated by
widely expected.
approach, military officials have Shiites, to the Sons of Iraq, who
In his eight-page statement. identified Arab-Kurd tensions as are mostly Sunni.
°diem° voiced cautious opti- one of the top concerns for
But the government has been
mism about Iraq's future. But potential violence, especially in accused by Sunnis of dragging
his outlook for the nation he contested territories in the oil- its feet on integrating the jobs.
called an enduring U.S. interest rich north that each side claims ()Memo, however, said 23,000
was far from rosy.
as its own.
former Sons of Iraq have begun
He predicted several looming
Still, Ckherno said the darkest working in government jobs
problems as U.S. troops prepare days of the Iraq war seem to be since 2008, and 5.000 more will
to end combat missions by long gone, citing failed efforts start next month.
September 2010 and leave Iraq by extremists still seeking to
On the bright side, Odierno
destabilize the nation.
cited data showing that the
at the end of 2011.
"The overwhelming majority monthly number of attacks in
Those problems include:
—"A clear security lapse," of the Iraqi people have rejected Iraq has dramatically dropped
frorn
Odierno said, was evidenced by extremism," Odierno said. "We over the last two years
a pair of truck bombings Aug. see no indications of a return to more than 4,000 in August 2007
19 at Iran's finance and foreign the sectarian violence that to about 600 last month.
He also said that far fewer alministries, which killed about plagued Iraq in 2006-2007."
100 people in Baghdad.
--Although Iraqi leaders had Qaida and foreign fighters
—A system of government planned to find government jobs remain in Iraq, and most of
that is accepted across what for all members of a group those who are left are criminals
Odierno described as ethnic, known as Sons of Iraq, who and disenfranchised Iraqis who
sectarian and regional lines has helped curb the insurgency,"we have been recruited by what
yet to be agreed on. He do not believe they will meet Odierno described as a "small
ideological core" of insurgents.
described a power struggle this timeline," Odierno said.
"We continue to monitor the
between provincial officials and
Baghdad and said long-standing progress of this program very
•

Restrictions on 'distracted driving' in the works
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Ultimately, LaHood said, he
With more drivers talking on wants the meeting to set "the
their cell phones or testing from stage for finding ways to elimibehind the wheel, the Obama nate testing while driving."
administration is bringing
"You see people texting and
together experts to take a hard driving and using cell phones
look at highway hazards with an and driving everywhere you go,
eye toward potential new even in places where it's outrestrictions on using mobile lawed, like Washington, D.C.,"
LaHood said. "We feel a very
devices while driving.
Transportation Secretary Ray strong obligation to point to
LaHood was opening a two-day incidents where people have
involving been killed or where serious
meeting
today
researchers, automakers, safety injury has occurred."
Eighteen states and the
advocates and lawmakers to
find ways of preventing distract- District of Columbia have
ed driving from leading to passed laws making testing
deaths and injuries. LaHood while driving illegal and seven
said he plans to make recom- states and the district have
mendations Thursday on ways banned driving while talking on
federal and state governments, a handheld cell phone, accordas well as safety groups, can ing to the insurance Institute for
address the distractions, point- Highway Safety. Many safety
ing to previous approaches for groups have urged a nationwide
drunken driving and seat belts.
ban on texting and on using

Supporters fight hard for public health option
WASHINGTON(AP)— In a $48,000 for a family of four,
long-anticipated showdown, lib- , officials said, commenting only
mailletnociats twice faded. on on condition o( anonymity. The
Tuesday to inject a government- subsidies are designed to make
run ins&'Nrce option into sweep- insurance more affordable, and
ing health care legislation taking account for a significant pershape in the Senate, despite centage of spending in the bill.
Without disclosing any of the
bipartisan agreement that private insurers must change their details of a marathon closedleadership
meeting,
door
ways.
The two votes marked a vic- Majority Leader Steny Hoyer,
tory for Montana Democrat Max D-Md., told reporters, "It's hard
Baucus, the Senate Finance work, but we're determined to
Committee chairman, who is get it (the bill's cost) down."
If anything, the health care
hoping to push his middle-ofthe-road measure through the debate was growing more
panel by week's end. It also kept intense. According to one indealive the possibility that at least pendent organization, television
one Republican may yet swing advertising around the issue has
behind the overhaul, a key goal been running at a level of more
of both Baucus and the White than $1.1 million a day for the
past week and now stands over
House.
The developments occurred $100 million since the beginas Democrats in the House ning of the year.
sought savings to reduce their
Inside the Senate Finance
companion legislation to rough- Committee, lay Rockefeller, 13ly $900 billion over a decade, W.Va., said his proposal to allow
the price tag President Barack the government to sell insurance
in competition with private
Obama has suggested.
One option under considera- industry was far from the federtion would reduce the number of al takeover that critics portray.
individuals and families eligible "It's not. It's optional," he said,
for federal health coverage sub- adding it was designed to offer
sidies to those earning less than competition and a lower-priced,
400 percent of poverty, or about reliable choice for consumers
$43,000 for a single person and shopping for coverage.

U.S., Cuba hold
LEDGER &TIMES
unannounced talks
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.

NEW YORK (AP) — A senior American diplomat has held
unannounced, high-level talks in
Havana with the Cuban government, three State Department
officials told The Associated
Press on Tuesday, raising hopes
for a thaw in long-icy relations.
The talks were the first of
their kind in years between representatives of the U.S. and
Cuban governments, the bitter
Cold War rival, among whom
trust appears to be gradually
Bisa Williams, the U.S.
deputy assistant secretary of
state for Western Hemisphere
affairs, met with Cuban Deputy
Foreign Minister Dagoberto
Rodriguez. visited an area
affected by hurricanes in the
Western province of Pinar del
Rio and toured a government
agricultural facility during a sixday trip to Cuba this month, the
officials told AP

The meetings came on the
heels of Sept. 17 talks on the
possibility of restarting direct
mail service between the countries, suspended since 1963.
Those discussions had been
public, but neither country had
that
previously
revealed
Williams remained in Havana
for five extra days.
One U.S. official described
the talks as "respectful" and said
they were more significant for
having taken place, than for any
breakthroughs
substantive
between the two sides, which
have been at odds since shortly
after former Cuban leader Fidel
Castro marched into Havana in
January 1959.
"We were going over ground
we haven't gone over for a long
time," said the official "Each
side was taking advantage of the
opportunity to size each other
up.''

handheld mobile devices while ting or e-mailing while operating a moving vehicle or lose 25
behind the wheel.
In July, the Virginia Tech percent of their annual federal
Transportation Institute found highway funding. The Obama
that when drivers of heavy administration has not taken a
trucks tested, their collision risk position on the bill.
Transportation officials will
was 23 times greater. Dialing a
cell phone and using or reaching try to develop a consensus on
for an electronic device the roadway hazards and hear
increased risk of collision about warnings from young adults
who caused car accidents
six times in can and trucks.
Virginia
Tech because they were testing while
The
researchers found the risks of driving.
Some groups want tough
testing generally applied to all
drivers, not just truckers. A sep- laws on the distractions. The
arate report by Car and Driver National Safety Council wants a
magazine found that testing and ban on cell phone use while
driving is more dangerous than driving. The Washington-based
Advocates for Highway and
drunken driving.
Congress is watching closely. Auto Safety have petitioned the
Sen. Chuck Schumer, 13-N.Y., government to consider federal
scheduled to address the gather- rules that restrict talking and
ing, and other Democrats intro- testing by drivers of tractor
duced legislation in July that trailers, motor coaches and laulge
would require stales to ban tea- VRIES.
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"Washington is not the would try for a federal opOon
answer," countered Sen. Orrin main when the full Senlite
IMAM&
Hatch. 11.-Utah.
',7With some work and some
The key VOWS WPC cast by
four
other compromise, we can get the a
Baucus
and
Democrats, who sided with votes on the floor of the Senate
Republicans who were unite' that will make our system better
against the proposed change in by providing for a strong, fair
the bill.
and viable public option," said
'The public option would Sen. Chuck Schumer of New
help to hold insurance compa- York, who sponsored the second
nies'feet to the fire, I don't think proposal to inject more competithere's much doubt about that, tion into the insurance market.
but my first job is to get this bill
For the Finance Committee,
across the finish line," said the the day marked the beginning ol
chairman, who had proposed a a second week of public debate
system of nonprofit coopera- over sweeping legislation thai
tives similar to Midwestern agri- generally adheres to conditions
cultural or electric co-ops that Obama has called for.
instead.
'
The bill includes numerous
"No one shows me how to new consumer protections,
get to 60 votes with a public including a ban on companies
option," Baucus said, employing denying insurance on the basis
the term used to describe a new of pre-existing conditions. At
government role in health care. the same time it provides govIt would take 60 votes in the ernment subsidies to help lower100-member Senate to over- income Americans afford insurcome any filibuster Republicans ance that is currently beyond
their means. It also includes
might attempt.
Supporters of a new role for steps that supporters say will
government repeatedly accused begin to slow the growth in
private insurers of placing prof- health care costs nationwide..
its over coverage, and said they
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COMMUNITY
Kentucky State
Parks plan events
J

FRANKFORT,
Ky.
Kentucky State Parks are getting out the pumpkins and
ghoulish decorations to prepare
for one of the most popular
times at parks - Halloween.
Many of the park system's
campgrounds will be having
special activities for campers,
including decorations, costumes, hayrides and games for
the kids. And other resort parks,
recreation parks and historic
sites will also have special
events in late October -- a great
time to be outside with family
imd friends.
Parents of young children
should check in advance for
some parks have age recommendations for their events.
Here is the list of Halloween
events in the area:
Kenlake State Resort Park,
Aurora
— Little Spooky
Spooks
and
Campers
Celebration Oct. 31 — Dress up
in your costume and come join
in at Kenlake State Resort Part's

Campground as Halloween is
celebrated. Make a unique craft,
see some spooky animals.
Hunt for a 1,000 Halloween
Eggs with prizes and candy.
Refreshments will be available.
Weekend is pay for one night of
camping and get the next night
free. Enter in the best decorated
campsite contest. All ages welcome. Call 1-800-325-0143.
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park, Gilbertsville Halloween Howl Oct. 30-31.
Kentucky
Dam
Come to
Village and camp Friday night
and get Saturday night free.
While enjoying the campers'
weekend, you can enjoy one of
the many haunted houses in the
area. For more information on
camping or attractions in the
area, call Anthony Lawrence at
1-800-325-0146 ext. 430 or
i
a
1
Anthony.Lawrence@ky.gov
The Kentucky State Park
System is composed of 52 state
parks plus an interstate park
shared with Virginia. The
Department of Parks, an agency
of the Tourism, Arts and
Heritage Cabinet, operates 17
resort parks with lodges -- more
than any other state. For more
information on Kentucky parks,
visit our
Web site
at
http://www.parks.ky.gov

Cnyayemen/
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Glory Bound Entertainment
scheduled at Goshen church
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Goshen United
Methodist Church, located on Ky. 121 North
at Stella. Featured will be Ivan Hodge,:
soloist, and the group, Grace Song.
Items for Need Line wW be received. For:.
more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Fall Mum event Saturday
Murray State University Horticulture
Department will have its annual fall mum sale
Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the Pullen Farnt
Greenhouses and farm, located at the end or
both Hickory and Locust Streets.

Genealogical society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at to
a.m. in the parking lot of Calloway County Public Library and carpool to McKenzie to visit the Gordon Browning Museum. For more;
information call Don Heath at 753-0587 or Susan O'Neill at 7679062.

Barnett Cemetery plans meeting
Gamble and Marshall
Terry and Bobby Taylor of New Concord announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Della Gamble, to
Jeremy Marshall, son of Carla Marshall and the late Bobby
Marshall of Hardin.
Miss Gamble is the granddaughter of the late Fred and Nadine
Taylor of Malden. Mo., and the late Chester and Merle Schimel of
Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Marshall is the grandson of Charles and Deb Stone of
Benton and the late Carl and Louise Marshall.
The bride-elect is attending West Kentucky Technical and
Community College.
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is self-employed.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 3, 2009, at 6 p.m. at Olive
Baptist Church, Hardin. All relatives and friends are invited.

Barnett Cemetery's annual meeting will be Saturday at the'
cemetery with a short business meeting to precede the potluck meal
to be served at noon. Donations will be taken for the care of the
cemetery. Those unable to attend may send their donations to Hazel'
Jean Brandon, 1604 Keenland Dr., Murray, KY 42071 or Dale'
Campbell, 2213 Trace Dr., Murray, KY 42071.

First of all I want to thank everyone
for voting us the Favorite Clothing Stare
and the Favorite Ladies Clothing Store.
We appreciate your support and we try
to give you the best customer service as
well as die latest fashions and aconssones. Each and everyone of you is very
important to us. We also want you to let
us know if there is any way we can
improve our service for you, or make
your shopping experience mime *want.
We have just received the new styles
in Not Your Daughter's Jeans with 1011
new embellishnients on the back
in brown. black_ dark denim and
coal. These seem the straight kg and
slim kg jean.
Jeans are a staple in most women's
wardrobes, however bow many just
plain jeans do you want? It's 20 much
more fun to have different colon,
embellishments and widths of the pant
kg
Boot cuts and tom= leg styles still
remain strong, even with the straight leg
being seen. Straight kg jeans are not for
everyone.
With the cooler weather approaching.
sweater coats, shawls sod wraps are per
for day or evening - we have some
cute ones_
Since we will be wearing boots and
enclosed shoes soon be sure to get some
of our Blister Elixir. It conditions your
feet and keeps you from getting blisters.
It really maks. I love it! I always put it
on with new shoes or athletic shoes.
Spans an also a must in tights or the
l'ower Panty to smooth and firm under
your pants and skirts. llsey really do
make you look 10 lbs. thinner.
Last Fnday the T.G.I.F. Sale was all
red in the store was 20% off.
Congratulations to Jennifer Crouse who
won the door prize last Friday.
Homecoming for Murray High is this
Friday and homecoming for Murray
State is the following weekend. Come in
soon (or something new for all the various activities you'll be going to attend.
Sun' tuned to next week .m Fun A
fashum reopen .
We have a?MU& going on selected
fall merchandise.

Tyler B. Layton
Samuel Layton and Rachelle Menacher of Murray are the parents of a son, Tyler B. Layton, born on
Thursday. Aug. 20, 2009, at 10:11 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds and 13 ounces.
Grandparents are Karen and Ramon Felix of New Concord and Diane and Chris Braswell of
Bainbridge, Ga.

Brooke Lillian Burgess
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Burgess are the parents of a daughter,-Brooke Lillian Burgess, born on
Thursday, Aug. 27, 2009, at 5:22 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 9 ounces and measured 19.5 inches. The mother is the former Stuinna
Simmons.
Grandparents are Rev. Charles and Roma Simmons of Mayfield and Rickie and Teresa Burgess of
Murray. A great-grandparent is Shelve Burgess of Murray.

Whitley Joe Harrison
Trent and Jenifer Harrison of Benton are the parents of a daughter, Whitley Joe Harrison, born on
Saturday, Sept. 5, 2009 at 11:29 p.m.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 1 ounce and measured 21 1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Joe and Jeanie Harrison of Benton. Jordy and Cindy Conger of Nashville, Tenn.,
and Mike and Dana Blevins of Perryville, Mo.

Jake Ryan Ringstaff

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Ringstaff of Sedalia are the parents a- a son, Jake Ryan Ringstaff, born on
Saturday. Sept. 19, 2009, at 7:33 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds and measured 20 1/2 inches. The mother is the former Rhonda Haynes.
A brother is Sidney and a sister is Madison.
Grandparents are Donnie and Cathy Haynes of Lynnville, Vicki Ringstaff of Murray, and Tommy
and Diane Ringstaff of Murray.

Kitten Felicia Alderdice
Mr. and Mrs. John Alderdice of Sedalia are the parents of a daughter, Kitten Felicia Alderdice, born
on Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2009, at Mayfield.
The mother is the former Stacy Strattan.
Grandparents are John and Barbara Strattan of Louisville and Nancy Alderdice and the late Rex
Alderdice of Murray.

New Adult Reading Program started at library

PADUCAH, Ky. — You may several informative and fun probe "grown-up," but the grams - and even competing for
McCracken County Public prizes - all centered on a literary
Library
staff says you have not theme. This first year's features
VOIED MURRAY'S
out-grown the fun and festivities events inspired by Harper Lee's
FAVORITE
CLOTHING STORE
reading brings! To prove it, the Pulitzer Prize winning novel, To
FAVORITE
library has started its first ever Kill a Mockingbird.
LADIES CLOTHING 2009
adult reading event.
The program is held in conThe Adult Reading Program junction with The Big Read, a
is similar to what young patrons National Endowment of the Arts
have enjoyed during the summer (NEA) initiative designed to
• rhe
f,ervone
for years. The grown-up restore reading to the center of
months
XX South 12111 • Mum KY •7113-7441
www.diricalloy.cain
version has you indulging in American culture.
See the movie, also starring
Gregory Peck, every Saturday in
October at 2 p.m. Admission is
free in the upstairs community
room. Plus, the library will host
several expert-led. interactive
discussions throughout October
Wind & Willow, Tyler Candles, Fall & Christmas
focusing on the impact, art, and
Decorations & Many More Items To Choose From.
meaning behind Lee's debut
novel.
"Let's Talk Fall Cleanup„ Overseeding,
All library programs are free
Landscaping & Maintenance."
and open to the public.
Persons can earn points by
Ladies sign

-uze-ma

Come Visit Us To See Our
Large Variety of gift 9tems

up for our registered wish list!!

Seaso
ns
im theLake
Gift Sbop & Nurser
Landscaping, Nursery & Gift Shop
6377 Canton Rd.• Cadiz, KY 42211

Cteve

Karevi V011eg

270.293.3181 •270.924.5083

reading or participating in
library events. The more points
you have; the more drawing
entries go into the pot! Prizes
are awarded weekly. The Adult
Reading Program contest runs
through October 31.
The library is participting in
The Big Read with community
partner, The Luther F. Carson
Center for the Performing Arts.
A complete schedule of The Big
Read events can be found at the
library's
Internet
Branch,
www.mclib.net. ... And stop by
the first floor information desk
to register for the Adult Reading
Program.
The McCracken County
Public Library serves more than
40,(X)) Purchase Area patrons
and is open seven days a week.
Monday - Thursday from 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.; Friday and Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.; and
Sunday from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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The Personal Touch
HAIR SALON
is pleased to announce that

Claudia Warren formerly of- Muslims
fomms Joyce Garland Vance & Nancy Mayfield
at 615-0 South 12th St. • Southside Shopping Center
Call today for an appointment 753-5042
()pea ,'•ortft• Evenings
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Hazel Celebration Saturday
The Hazel Celebration Parade, presented by BB&T Bank will be.
Saturday at 10 a.m. Line-up for the parade starts as at 9:30 a.m. at.
the Hazel Cemetery on Third Street. There is no entry fee and preregistration is not required. Ribbons will be given for each entry and
trophies will be awarded to first, second and third places. Every one
is invited to participate especially youth groups, churches and nonprofit organizations. For more information about the parade contact;
Mary or Ronda at 492-8136.

Volunteer Training Thursday

.Tir/S,nnouncemen/s

Id

A District-wide Volunteer Training will be held Thursday at
p.m. in the back meeting room of the Calloway County Board o
Education. This is for any parent or grandparent who missed thd:
training held at their individual school. Kym Hopkins, Title I Pam*
Liaison for Calloway County Schools, said -the training is required'
annually and all volunteers are required to attend before volunteering within the Calloway County School District."

Knitting Group will meet
Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday at 9 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Those attending knit or crochet.
shawls. The group has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the patients:
and also to homebound.1.1%0ns. 4V,jreai.d women are invited.:
For information caikirmehurch ai75-'3B 12.
TWItr
• **v..
to.

Rotary Club winlYnitlr"-"'
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai'i•
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171. :

Purchase Area Chapter will meet
Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet:
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah,:
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentucky State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-522-9531.

MHS Class of 1974 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1974 will have its 35-year reunion
on Saturday at 7 p.m. at The Big Apple Cafe, 1005 Arcadia Circle,
Murray. Anyone who has ever been a part of the class is invited.
Individuals will be responsible for their own food and drinks. MHS
homecoming will be Friday with the football game to start at 7:30
p.m. For more information call Gingy Flora Grider at 759-4738 or
Debbie McCord Dibble at 227-1586.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet
The Active Concerned taxpayers of Calloway County will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. for a planning session at the big meeting
room at the Calloway County Public Library. This will be to set up
for the Hazel Day on Saturday. Oct. 3, according to Venita Loranger,
secretary.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I 877-447-2(X)4.

Group Home accepting donations
Murray Group Home is currently accepting donations of yard
sale items and pumpkins to be sold as a fundraiser. Call 759-4272
for pick up or you may drop off donated items at the group home.
All money raised will go to the Murray Group Home Girls' Activity
Fund.

Heart Walk Team plans promotion
Murray Bank's Heart Walk team is selling cookbooks as a
fundraiser to benefit the American Heart Association. Cookbooks
are $10 each and can be purchased at either branch. The cookbook
is made up of recipes from bank employees and will be on sale until
Oct. 16.

MHS Class of 1969 plans reunion
The 1969 Class of Murray High School is planning a reunion the
weekend of Oct. 2 and 3. On Friday night a Tom's Pizza Party
before the Murray High homecoming football game will be at
Murray Middle School Caretena, 801 Main St., at 6 p.m. The hall
game will start at 7:30 p.in. and the class will be recognized at the
game. Saturday morning, golf enthusiasts will play a little golf. A
dinner is planned for Saturdav. Oct. 3, at the Murray State
1.1niversity ('urns Center. A buffet dinner will he served at 6 p.m. in
the ballroom and check-in will start at 5 p.m. Dress for the reunion
will be casual. For more information call Gary Taylor at 270-2278943.
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MCCH sponsors American Heart Walk
has several teams from the hospital participating: Radiology,
MCCH General Team, Business
Office, Food Services and
Nutrition, Spring Creek, Murray
Medical Associates, HomeCare
and Cardiac Rehab teams. The
Cardiac Rehab team is made up
of survivors from Cardiac
Rehab program at MCCH.
To raise funds for the walk, i
the MCCH teams have held
bake sales and raffles. Outside
of Human Resources, the
Business Office and Cardiac
Rehab, a heart wall is beginning
to take shape. A dollar buys a
heart in which the name is added
for remembrance or in honor of.
The Heart Walk is taking
place throughout the county,
focusing on walking as an
important part of a heart healthy
lifestyle. Heart Walkers will
Photo provided
qualify for great prizes and will
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is joining the fight against heart disease and stroke, conenjoy heart-healthy snacks.
tributing as a platinum sponsor at this year's American Heart Walk. Pictured are members Murray-Calloway
County
from various teams throughout the hospital participating in the 2009 Heart Walk.
Hospital's Health Express will
also be on-site Saturday, Oct. 17
Special to the Ledger
ing dollars that will affect so Regional Special Events Center, at the RSEC beginning at 7:30
Murray-Calloway County many people," said Keith many teams will walk two to a.m. providing free cholesterol
Hospital is joining in the effort Bailey, CEO of MCCH. four miles to help generate and blood pressure screenings.
to fight America's number one "Coronary artery disease on money to be used to fund bio- In order to participate in the choand three killers, heart disease some level will affect most all of medical research
at the lesterol screenings, individuals
and stroke.
us and our participation in the University of Kentucky and the should fast for a 12-hour period
"As a provider of healthcare Heart Walk will help bring University of Louisville. The prior to the screening.
Registration is at 8:30 a.m.
in Murray and Calloway awareness to ow community."
money raised will also be used
County, we're happy to be givOn Saturday, Oct.17 at the to deliver cardiovascular educa- and the walk will begin at 9:30
tion at health fairs, CPR classes, a.m. There will be a Survivor
risk reduction programs, and at Ceremony prior to the start of
Calloway County schools with the walk.
For more information on the
the HeartPower education kit.
Heart
Walk, participating on a
MCCH is a platinum sponsor
of this year's American. Heart team, or donating money to this
Walk in Calloway County and cause, contact the Marketing
Department at 762-1381.
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Photo provided
Linda Jimenez, Steve Jimenez, Client of Shared Care, and
Connie Stalls, Activities Coordinator at Shared Care.

Shared Care
helps local vet
Special to the Ledger
Shared Care is an adult day care program promoting socialization, support services and healthcare services for anyone over 18
who may need assistance or supervision throughout the day.
Shared Care was the answer for Steve Jimenez, a Vietnam veteran who served nearly 17 years in the Marines and suffers from several medical conditions including congestive heart failure, post-traumatic stress disorder and diabetes.
Jimenez's wife, Linda, had heard about adult day care programs
similar to Shared Care and began to research more about Shared
Care Adult Day Care in Murray. She met with Bertha Griffin, ADC
Supervisor. and Connie Stalls, Activities Coordinator, to learn more
about how the program worked. Linda felt that Steve could benefit
from Shared Care by having social interaction with others, and to
help keep his diabetes under control with the food program that is
offered.
Jimenez even agreed to try the program and has been involved
with Shared Care for several weeks. He has a love for music, and
enjoys playing the piano as entertainment for the other clients and
staff.
"I feel like he's already a different person, his attitude has
improved and he enjoys the interaction with others. I also think that
a regular meal plan has helped his diabetes get under control," said
Linda.
Shared Care is a structured program of activities that fosters personal growth. improves self-image and the functional level of clients
while providing needed support education and respite for families
and caregivers. Shared Care has recently been working with veterans throughout the area, such as Jimenez, who also might benefit
from the program.
"The staff is very professional and friendly and I've enjoyed
interacting with the other clients." Jimenez said.
For more information on the Shared Care Adult Day Care program, contact 753-0576.

MCCH Ambulance Facility
will be named for Haugh
Special to the Lodger
Friends. family and colleagues will gather at the Ambulance
Facility of Murray Hospital on Wednesday. Oct. 7, for the official
naming of the H. Bradley Haugh Ambulance Facility.
Friends and family announced their support of the Ambulance
Facility by pledging to the Murray-Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare. The dedication ceremony for the H. Bradley Haugh
Ambulance Facility will take place at 11 a.m. on Oct. 7 at the current facility located Eighth and Poplar.
"We appreciate the Haugh family making this generous donation
and recognizing Brad Haugh for his long years of dedicated service
to the community as an EMT," said Jerry Gorrell, Director of
Ambulance Services at MCCH.
"Our father loved working at Murray Calloway County Hospital
and helping others was his passion," said Rachel Elliott and Allison
Sanders, daughter's of H. Bradley Haugh."We wanted to do this in
memory of him and as a reminder of all the lives he touched."
Bradley Haugh was an EMT for Murray-Calloway County
Hospital from January 1989 until March 2008. He also served as a
Paramedic and dedicated 24 years as a firefighter to the citizens of
Calloway County. Bradley Haugh is remembered for his commitment and passion for helping others. He was the proud father of two
daughters, Allison Sanders and Rachel Elliott, and the grandfather
of four.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's ambulance service provides
24-hour, seven-day a week Advanced Life Support Paramedic serv-,
ices utilizing f ambulances to cover an approximately 35,000 resident area. Paramedics are certified in Basic Life Support, Advanced
Cardiac Life Support, Basic Trauma Life, and Pediatric Advanced
Life Support. The ambulance center coordinates all ambulance
transportation out of Murray Hospital, including transfers to local
skilled nursing and rehabilitation facilities, as well as, air medical
transportation to other hospitals.
Individuals or corporations interested in naming opportunities or
other donations should call Keith Travis, VP Institutional
Development with the Murray-Calloway Endowment fos
Healthcare at 270-762-1908.
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Joe
Pat James, member of Murray
Lions Club, greeting Yancey
Watkins. former i nternational
director, and Wayne Madden, current international director, at the
60th anniversary meeting of the
Murray Lions Club held at the
Curris Center at Murray State
University.
Mary Cates of Puryear. Tenn.,
weaver, has been chosen as 1999
Artist of the Year by the Murray
Art Guild.
Margaret Wilkins, local piano
teacher, has completed training sessions for the sixth unit of the
Suzuki Piano Method at Capital
University, Columbus, Ohio.
20 years ago
Murray-Calloway County United Way kicked off its 1989 United Way Campaign on Sept. 28.
Bill Allbritten is United Way president and David Lane is campaign Chairman.
Births reported include a girl
to Peggy and Michael Bucy and
a boy to Mary Ellen and Larry
Rich, Sept. 26, and a boy to
Jenny and Kevin WIliams, Sept.
27; a boy to Patricie and Scott
Wyatt and a girl to Sheila and
David Furches, Sept. 28.
Eddie Mae Outland, violinist,
presented the program at a meeting of the Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
30 years ago
Carroll Guy was named supervisor of the Calloway County
Road Department by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court with Judge
Robert 0. Miller presiding.
The Duke Ellington Orchestra,
directed by Mercer Ellington,
appeared in concert at Murray State
University auditorium on Sept. 28
at 8 p.m. The event was sponsored by the MSU Student Government.
Births reported include a girl
to Mi. and Mrs. Dave Celaya,
Sept. 27.
Murray High School Tigers won
27-7 over Caldwell County in a

football game played at Princeton.
40 years ago
The Kentucky Property &
Building Commission passed a
resolution giving the go ahead to
the construction of Murray State
University's $5.2 million academic athletic complex. Also published is an artist's drawing of
the new complex.
Pvt. Steve Lax, son of Mr.
and Mrs.Thomas Lax of New
Concord, is now serving with the
United States Army in Vietnam.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwin
Stubblefiedl and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Theron Bogard, Sept.
25.
Murray High School Tigers won
41-14 over Fulton City Bulldogs
in a football game at Murray.
50 years ago
Marvin Hall of Murray has
been named as contracting officer for the East Fork of Clarks
Watershed Conservancy
River
District.
Rev. Paul B. Clark of Lansing, Mich., will be the speaker
at the revival at Memorial Baptist Church Oct. 3-11. Bro. Roy
Disspayne of Nashville, Tenn..
will be in charge of the music,
according to Rev. T.A. Thacker,
pastor.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. David Thompson.
60 years ago
Members of the Hazel High
School Chapter of the Future Farmers of America made a trip to
St.Louis, Mo., where they attended a Cardinals baseball game.
Published is a picture of the
new building at 1406 West Main
St., Murray, now the business of
Main Street Motors, owned by
J.O. Patton and John B. Watson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "On Our Merry Way" starring Paulette Goddard, Burgess
Meredith, James Stewart, Henry
Fonda, Dorothy Lamour, Victor
Moore and Fred McMurray.

Joint pain may be
caused by psoriasis

Meaning of'African-American'
reflects nation's past, present
DEAR ABBY: On July 23,
"Wondering" asked why President Obama is considered to
be African-American and you
term
that the
responded
"African-American" is used in
this country as a label that
describes
skin color.
However, in
the U.S. the
term is generally
applied
to
black Amerof
icans
slave ancestry.

Dear Abby

Before the
Civil
War
we
were
African American slaves, not considered fully human by the U.S.
Constitution. After the Civil
War and the outlawing of slavery, former slaves gained citizenship through amendments
to the Constitution but were
not able to exercise the full
rights of citizenship. Most former slaves wanted to just be
"Americans" with all the rights
and privileges associated with
it -- but because of the color
of their skin were discriminated against and given secondclass citizenship.
The term "African-American" is the result of a search
for identity by these new Americans, former slaves and their
descendants. We were called
by many names -- most of
them negative, such as "Negro,"
"Colored," "African," the infamous "N-word," "Afro-American" and finally, "black." All
of these at one time we considered negative because they
By Abigail
Van Buren

didn't represent self-identificaDEAR DR. GOTT: I am a severe, painful and disabling joint
tion.
59-year-old male. I am fairly pain that can, over time, destroy.
active. I have read your col- the small bones of the hands
The black power movement
umn for some time and have (primarily the fingers), leading
occurred when Black Ameritried your numerous recommen- to permanent deformity and discans changed the negative term
dations and remedies for psori- ability.
"black" to the positive term
Another rare variation, known:
asis as well as prescription oint"Black." The musician ..lames
and as distal interphalangeal joint prements
Brown coined the phrase, "Say
dominant psoriatic arthritis, causcreams.
It Loud, I'm Black and I'm
In 2007, I es pain and swelling of the finProud." Later other black folk
started devel- ger joints nearest the nails. There :
began to adopt the term
pain in may also be discoloration, pitoping
"African-American,"
which
the joints of ting and thickening of the milli:
brings us to the present.
my feet and similar to that caused by fun::
We are a nation that has roots
•
When gus.
hands.
in all nations of the world.
type, spondylitis,
I
touch
these
A
third
Truly, "we ARE the world."
areas, they es swelling and stiffness of the
We're all American, either by
are painful neck and lower back. It may
birth or naturalization. The
and
feel also affect the ligaments and
labels tend to divide us into
tendons that attach to the spine,.
swollen.
groups which separate us rather
By
Can this Over time, this type of psoriat.
than bring us together. The
Dr. Peter Gott pain be relat- ic arthritis can cause painfuti
saying "United We Stand.
ed to my psoriasis condition? I difficult movement.
Divided We Fall" is true. Let
The final two types are asymread somewhere that psonasis can
us all come together and all
cause an arthritic condition. What metric and symmetric, which are
be blessed. -- REV. ALTON
can I do to prevent further dam- the most common types of pso-. ,
E. PARIS, AMERICAN
age? I fear my joint pain will riatic arthritis. Symptoms of both,
DEAR REV.PARIS:Thank
worsen as I get older and hope generally resemble that ot
you for your letter, which is
osteoarthritis and/or rheumatoid
you can help inc.
both inspiring and educationDEAR READER: Up to 30 arthritis, and may be initially misal. Many readers had compercent of people with psoria- diagnosed as such. Asymmetric
ments about my answer, and
sis develop psoriatic arthritis. usually affects fewer than five
they were all over the map.
Men are more commonly affect- joints on one side of the body
Read on:
or different joints on both sides
ed than --e women.
DEAR ABBY: I am a white
Psorii...ic arthritis usually of the body (such as the left
female with many Africandevelops between the ages of knee, right shoulder, etc.). It is
American friends, and yes, I
30 and 50 and often after pso- the mildest form.
Symmetric often affects more
did vote for Obama. When
riasis has been diagnosed on the
body. Rarely, the arthritis devel- than five joints equally on both
Obama became president, most
ops before the skin manifesta- sides of the body, such as both
of my black friends said: "Finaltions.
hips and both knees. The psoly! We have a black man as
Like other forms of arthritis, riasis associated with this form
president. All this racism will
joint pain, swelling and stiff- is often severe.
stop. The white man is no
There is no definitive test
ness arc the primary symptoms.
longer in charge of things."
There are five variations of pso- for psoriatic arthritis, but there
To me, it was like it
riatic arthritis. The most severe are tests for other types. I urge
didn't matter that his mother
but least common is known as you to return to your physician
was white, he was raised by
arthritis
mutilans, which causes for examination and testing.
his grandmother who was
white, and he is half-white.
What I'm trying to say is, he's
a man of equal parts -- not
all black. So why do AfricanAmericans make it sound like
he is of all black heritage?
Isn't he of white heritage also?
cede defeat You may still be able to
Last dealer.
A lot of my white friends feel
North-South vulnerable.
nullify East's potential trump trick
the same way I do. -- NANCY
by executing a trump coup.
NORTH
For this plan to have any chance
•Q .1 7
G. IN CLEVELAND
K
14
of
success, you must reduce your,
V
A
ABBY:
Please
DEAR
•KO.18
trump length so that it is the same as
that
"Wondering"
inform
East's. Accordingly, you cash the A*5 2
according to Webster's DictioEAST
K-Q ofdiamonds, discarding a heart,
WEST
•10 6
and play the jack of diamonds, hop•A 9 8 4 3 2
nary, President Obama is mulatV() 1083
ing East will have the decency to
V7 5
to, which is a person who is
•96 3
4. 10 5 42
tuft But he discards a heart instead,
a first-generation offspring of
*6
419 7 4
so, in line with your general plan,
a black person and a white
you ruff(hajack of diamonds.
SOUTH •
•K 5
. Next you cross to dummy with a,
person. -- WILLIAM B.,
V 962
heart and fire the queen of spades at
CLAYTON, N.J.
•A 7
East, again hoping he will ruff, but.
DEAR ABBY: When liv*A K Q 1083
once more he discards a heart. You;
ing in America, I am called
The bidding:
then niff the queen of spades and•
North
return to dummy with your last heart:
East
South West
an African-American. If I move
Pass
1+
Pass
3 NT
At Mil petal, II tricks have been.
to Africa, would I be called
Pass
6•
played, and you need to win the last.
an American-African? -- KENOpening lead-- ace of spades.
two. Dummy's two remaining cards;
NETH F., SARALAND, ALA.
are the J-4 of hearts, while East hai,
DEAR ABBY: Many biraAssume you're in six clubs and the 1-9 of trumps and you have the
West leads the A-x of spades, which Q-10. When you lead a heart from
cial children are considered to
you win with the king. There seems dummy, East's apparent trump trick
be part of the • ethnic group
to be little to the play, but when you is obliterated, and the slam is home.
they resemble the most. While
Observe that if you try to make
cash the A-K of trumps. West shows
some may consider it disreout, and you must now reconsider the contract without ruffing two of.
spectful to say that someone
your position, since East apparently dummy's high-card winners, you.
will eventually go down against
has a sure trump trick coming.
is of one race when he or she
However, you've been to the wars proper defense. The trump reduction
is really biracial, this is the
before and are not quite ready to eon- process is absolutely essential.
world we live in. We do, truly,
Tomorrow: Battle for trump control.
"call 'ern like we sec 'em"! -2009 kin* I WARTS Si)ndecRir I.
DEVYN B., FAYETTEVILLE,
N.C.

Dr. Clett

Contract Bridge

Time Marches On

Today In Nistorg
ic for the first time as he extractBy The Associated Prliss
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 30, ed an ulcerated tooth front merthe 273rd day of 2009. There are chant Eben Frost.
In 1938, after co-signing the
92 days left in the year.
Munich Agreement allowing Nazi
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 30, 1809, the Treaty annexation of Czechoslovakia's
of Fort Wayne (also known as Sudetenland, British Prime Minthe Ten O'Clock Line Duty) was ister Neville Chamberlain praised
signed by Indiana Territory Gov. the accord on his return home,
believe it is pen* frit
William Henry Harrisoo,
Aaityine,
trsentatives of four hid'
1939, the flatcar,'"
(Under terms of the
28
hall game to be t
Indians sold some 3 milli
of land to be used for U.S. set- shown on experimental station
W2XBS in New York as Fordtlements.)
ham University defeated WaynesOn this date:
In 1777, the Continental Con- burg College, 34-7.
In 1954, the first nuclear-powgress — forced to flee in the face
of advancing British forces -- ered submarine, the USS Nautilus, was commissioned by the
moved to York, Pa.
In 1791, Mozart's opera "The Navy.
In 1955, actor James Dean, 24,
Magic Flute" premiered in Vienwas killed in a two-car collision
na, Austria.
In 1846, Boston dentist William near Cholame, Calif.
In 1962, black student James
Mason used ether as an anesthet-

Meredith was escorted by federal marshals to the campus of the
University of Mississippi, where
he enrolled for classes the next
day.
In 1988, Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev retired President
Andrei A. Gromykd from the Politburo and fired other old-guard
leaders in a Kremlin shake-up.
Ten year*.ago:—Defense Secretary William Cohen ordered a toplevel investigation of accounts of
mass killings of Korean civilians
by U.S. soldiers at No Gun Ri
in 1950. A major leak at a uranium-processing plant in northeastern Japan exposed dozens of
people to radiation. German novelist Guenter Grass won the Nobel
Prize in literature. The San Francisco Giants played the L,os Angeles Dodgers in the last baseball
game at Candlestick Park (3Com
Park); the Dodgers won, 9-4.
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Crosswords
41 —shrimp
45 Good jumper
49 Pasta choice
50 Work by Keats
51 Shore bird
52 Blissful spot
53 Hobby ender
54 Cartoon shrieks
55 Knights wife

ACROSS

E3

1 "In — veritas"
5 Bay
9 Scottish for
John
12 Grumble
13 Harm
14 Umpire's yell
15 Seance sounds
16 Rush —
18 Smiled nastily
20 Ouch!
21 Umbrella spoke
22 Exercise togs
26 Cocoon dweller
29 Roast beef au
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1 TV adjuncts
2 Oil exporter
3 Ponytail site
4 Regard with
attention
5 "People" person
6 Classical poet
7 Oomph
8 Jostles
9 Debtor's note
10 31-day mo.
11 Last degree
17 Fill with amazement
19 Estuary
22 It may be tidy
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23 Nowhere near
24 Camping gear
25 Pays a visit
26 Takes a powder
27 Found a perch
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30 Cost
31 Lotion additive
32 Ka-pow!
33 Taper off
34 Wire gauge
35 Maize unit
36 Dainty pastries
37 Bow opposites
39 Four qts.
40 Silver, in formulas
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OF
WHAT?

AAUGHH!
I
CAN'T STAND
iT! I JUST CAN'T
STAND IT!

NOW LON6,
ON,LORD,
NOW LON6?!
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28 Kind of model
29 Bump hard
32 Univ. degrees
33 Danced to
Strauss
35 Mesh, as
gears
36 Shoe color
38 Dust cloth
39 Liverpool lockups
41 Guthrie's
genre
42 Verdi opus
43 Tabloid twosome
44 Bus route
45 Garden-pond
fish
46 Commercials
47 Make after
taxes
48 Feel sorry
about
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PREP BOYS GOLF ROUNDUP: FIRST REGION TOURNAMENT
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & nese
Mogan McKinney fired an 80 Tuesday to
help the Murray State women's golf team
to a fifth-place finish In Ohio.
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By
Sports lefareistlos
CINCINNATI, Ohio — The Murray State
women's golf squad came home with a fifth
place finish in a field of 14 teams Tuesday at the
University of Cincinnati Fall Classic at Elk Run
GC in Cincinnati, Ohio,
The Racers carded scores of 317-312311=949 and finished five shots behind fourth
place Xavier at 944.
MSU's Joyce Trus took second in the field of
90 players with rounds of 74-74-76=224. She
was one shot behind Morehead State's Marisa
Kamelgarn who took home medalist honors at
223.
Alex Hinteregger of the Racers finished 10th
with scores of 77-81-77=235, while Andrea
Downer placed 38th with
rounds of 83-84-78=245.
Caroline Lagerborg placed
52nd with scores of 82-8284=249,
while
Megan
McKinney's rounds of 84-8780=251 brought her a 57th
place finish.
Morgan Cross played the
event as an individual and finished 54th after scores of 8089-81=250.
The Racers were in front of sixth place
Memphis at 950, and seventh place Akron at
954.
The host Cincinnati came from fifth place
after the first round to win their home event in a
tiebreaker after they tied at 937 with Morehead
State .
Southern Mississippi finished fourth at 941.
Toledo (955), Texas Pan-American(976)and
Eastern Kentucky (978) made up the top 10.
Oakland (985) finished 11th, while Evansville
(995), Detroit (1003), and 1PFW (1132) rounded out the field.
The Racers return to action Oct. 12-13 at the
Red Wolves Classic at Arkansas State at the
Jonesboro CC in Jonesboro, Ark.
Softball Opens Fal Schedule At Lamimills
Ali 1-1 Record
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The Murray State
softball team finally got to get on the field as a
team and compete this past weekend in their
opening games of the fall season. The Racers
started with a 7-2 victory over Bellarmine and
followed with a 4-0 loss to Louisville.
"Our players were excited to get out on the
field and play a couple games," said head coach
Jay Pyron. "It gave us an opportunity to face
different pitchers and batters and work on some
things in a live situation. It was the next step in
what we are building and brought us a little
closer toward what we're working for. 1 am
proud of how our team responded but am anxious to get back out on the practice field and
keep getting better"
MSU got on the board in the third inning
against Bellarmine and never relinquished the
lead. The Racers scored three runs in the third
and added a run in the fourth and two in the
sixth, while only allowing the Knights to earn
two runs in the fifth inning. MSU was led by
Megan Belio and Lauren Buch. Buch recorded
two doubles and added a triple, while Belio
earned a triple and tallied two RBI's. The
Racers ended the game with 14 hits from nine
different players.
MSU used three pitchers in the circle during
the game against Bellarmine. with Starr Gilley
earning the win. Gilley pitched three innings
and recorded three strikeouts and two walks.
Shelby Kosmecki and Kristen Broadway each
spent two innings iii the circle and each struck
out one hatter.
The second game of the day was against
Louisville, a team that was ranked No. 24 in the
final ESPN.com/US A Softball Division I Poll in
2009. The Racers fought hard and kept the
Cardinals to just seven hits and four runs, while
recording three hits of their own. Megan

RR

See RACERS,2B
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Chasten Howard, Hunter Garrison, Brock Simmons, Daniel Harper and Matt McReynolds display their second place trophy after shooting a 315,finishing two shots off winner St. Mary at Tuesday's First Region Boys Goff Tournament at Miller Memorial Golf Course.

CALLOWAY CONQUERS GRAVES IN SUDDENDEATH, PUNCHES 'TICKET TO BOWLING GREEN
By TOMMY OILLAIM
Sports Writer
When the final scores were calculated
and it was revealed that Calloway County
and Graves County would engage in a sudden death team playoff for the second and
final bid to the state tournament Tuesday at
Miller Memorial Golf Course, no one was
happier than Brock Simmons.
Simmons, who came into the First
Region Tournament with the lowest stroke
average of any Laker, was Calloway's
highest finisher through 18 holes, shooting
a 13-over par 84.
But the playoff offered him one more
chance, win or lose, to make a more favorable memory of a regional tournament in
his own backyard.
Simmons didn't disappoint, stroking a
beautiful second shot uphill to within several feet of the pin on No. 1. !-Ie couldn't
see exactly where it landed, but the roar of
the crowd told him it was good.
"I was really pumped because I was
thinking maybe I can do something good
this time," said Simmons, whose par on
the playoff was one of three Calloway pars
that gave the Lakers the victory and a spot
at next week's state tournament in
Bowling Green.
"I didn't really know what club to hit.
The wind was kind of in my face. I think I
hit a six-iron and it just got there."
Simmons and Calloway finally conquered the regional after several years of
falling short as a team.
The home squad turned in a brilliant
back nine to make up for a miserable front

and finished with a total score of 315, two
strokes off champion St. Mary.
In the playoff, Calloway got pars from
Simmons,
Chasten
Howard and
Hunter
Garrison to
propel them to
a one-stroke
victory over
the Eagles.
Daniel
Harper sank a
bogey putt to
end the playoff and send
the Calloway
celebration
into high gear.
Harper was
the pacesetter
for the Lakers, shooting a 75 that would
have been good enough to qualify him for
state as an individual for the second time
in his high school career.
His day was a microcosm of his team's
— he was six-over par after six holes but
played the next 12 at two-under, getting
three birdies on the back nine en route to
shooting a blazing 34, his best nine-hole
score of the season.
As a team, Calloway shot a 41.6 average on the front nine. On the back, that
number fell to 38.2.
"We were probably 20-over par as a
team at one point in the morning." coach
U See GOLF,2B

MICHAEL DANN Ledger limes
Jordan Smith of Murray chips to the No. 6 green on
Tuesday during the First Region Golf Tournament at
Miller Memorial Golf Course. Smith shot a 76 but lost In a
three-way playoff for the final two state bids.
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PREP BOYS SOCCER ROUNDUP

Graham, Lady Tigers
shut out Graves County

Tigers rebound
on Senior Night

THREE GOALS JUST
BEFORE HALFTIME GIVE
MURRAY CUSHION
Staff Report
Morgan Graham notched five saves and
Murray shut out Graves County 6-0 on
Senior Night at Mallary France Soccer
Complex Tuesday.
The Lady Tigers got off to a slow start
before scoring three goals in the final 1(1
minutes of the first half to take a 3-0 lead
into halftime.
Murray improved to 6-1 in the 2nd
District and 12-5-1 overall.
Lindey Hunt opened the sconng with
8:46 remaining in the first half off an assist
from Chloe Farris. With under two minutes
remaining, Shelby Crouch scored off an
assist from I.ibby Trevathan.
The Lady Tigers got one more before
the break when Megg Hudson scored
unassisted.
Murray got its first goal of the second
half at the 23-minute mark when Morgan
Steiner scored from 28 yards out on an
assist from Shelby Johnson.

The
Lady
Tigers
SIMMS
added
t w o School
DIst(Overall)
more Marshall Co.
7-0 (12-2-2)
goals in Murray
6-1 (12-5-1)
the final
2-4-1 (8-5-2)
five Graves Co
2-5-1 (7-7-1)
minutes, Calloway Co
0-7 (7-10)
getting Mayfield
the first
from Jaclin Patterson unassisted on a rope
from the left side just outside the box.
The final goal of the night came with
under two minutes remaining and was
scored when Steiner got free on a run-out
up the middle and played the ball to
Shelby Crouch, who found Carly Mathis
streaking down the field. Mathis hit it in
over the keeper.
Murray outshot Graves 21-5.
The Lady Tigers travel to Marshall
County Thursday night.
Heath 3, Calloway Co.0
Heath defeated Calloway County 3-0
Tuesday night at Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
No other information had been reported
at press timc.

ow

2.S

MURRAY BREAKS DEADLOCK LATE
IN SECOND HALF TO BEAT GRAVES
Staff Report
Murray rebounded from
Monday's loss at Marshall
County with a 5-3 victory over
Graves County in their final district match of the season
Tuesday night at Mallary France
Soccer Complex.
The Tigers and Eagles were
tied at three up until the 14minute mark of the second halt
when Jeremy Curd scored the
go-ahead goal off a Matt Hines
assist.
Murray added one more with
four minutes remaining on an
unassisted goal by Steven
Arnold to secure the victory.
The Tigers finish district play
at 8-1 and improved to 13-2
overall. Graves falls to 3-5-1 in

IlesTain
Snows
DIM.(Overall)
School
8-1 (13-2)
Murray
6-1 (11-3-1)
Marshall Co.
Graves Co.
3-5-1 (7-7-2)
2-4-2 (4-8-2)
Calloway Co
Community Christ. 1-5-1 (6-8-1)
Mayfield
1 -5-2 (2-6-2)
district and 7-7-2 overall.
Murray struggled to establish
an effective attack with several
players missing due to illness.
Graves continually attacked bv
sending the ['all long and trying
to get several players up the
field.
But the Tigers played well
See SOCCER, 28
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Lady Tigers beat Graves in straight sets
MURRAY WINS
15m GAME OF
2009 SEASON
Staff Raped
Murray made quick work of
Graves County Tuesday night,
winning 25-12 in the first set
ii4d 15-20 in the second to take a
241 victory over the Lady Eagles
at Tiger Gymnasium.
: The Lady Tigers improved to

15-10 on the season while
Graves County fell to 6-19.
Lauren Dieleman served up
four aces and dished out 17
assists while Taylor Butler
added eight kills and five digs.
Catherine Claywell notched
seven kills and four digs and
Kathryn Wilson added four digs.
In junior varsity action.
Graves got the best of the Lady
Tigers, winning 2-0 (22-20, 2111).
For Murray, Chelsea Hill had

four aces and four digs while
Lindsey Coleman added two
assists. Aisha Fields notched
five digs, Alex Page had two
kills and a .500 hitting percentage and Zan Speed had two
aces.
The Lady Tigers travel to
Community
Christian
on
Thursday night for a 5 p.m. start.
Maned Co. 3,
Calloway Co.0
Marshall County defeated
Calloway County 25-9, 25-4 and

411 &UNIT
SIMMS

Haverstock Insurance Agency
1r,

School

DK(Omni)
Marshall County
6-0(16-7)
Murray
3-3(15-10)
Christ. Fellowship 3-3(9-13)
Calloway Cc.
0-6(4-21)
25-10 in Draffenville Tuesday
night.
No other information had
been reported at press time.

better than Graves County's Alex
Fnifti Page 18
Cunningham,
who qualified for state with •
Steve Smith said. "But they didn't give up,
dug in, and I couldn't be more pleased with 74. Harper was third at 75.
After the team playoff concluded,
five :tids. Every stroke mattered. They've
Murray's
Jordan Smith took part in a threehad 4 good year and they deserved to go to
way individual playoff for the fmal two state
sqi,att."
sAltgli winds and a tough Miller course led bids.
Smith shot a 76 over 18 holes, a 37 on the
tqqitross-the-board higher scores. Smith
dtck't expect to qualify for state with any- back nine in the morning and a 39 on the
front in the afternoon, to find himself in a
thih:g higher than a 310.
:kriickily for the Lakers, no one played deadlock with Graves County's Ross
Williams and 2007 state champion Travis
pgaitulruly well on Tuesday.
course and the wind really kind of Thompson of Marshall County.
13.11 a drive that soared left and into the
at nbr lunch today," he said. "The problem
trees
had Smith playing from behind from
on ate front nine is that you're down in the
hills on a lot of approach shots and you can't the get-go and the Tiger junior couldn't
feel- the wind. It was happening to every- catch up as Williams and Thompson
body, they couldn't judge the wind, and it advanced.
"I thought he worked hard enough and
just made it brutal."
1.
,ht for some, the 'wind may have been an deserved it,just a baff swing there at the end
adVantage. Harper, a low-ball hitter, credited really cost him," said,hilintay coach Chris
. strong today, he
the Conditions with helping his game rela- Graham. "His game wilt
MICHILIEL DANN / LedOet & Throe
tive to the rest of the field on the back nine. just had a few putts thdt didn't so in for St. Mary's Sammy Thompson watchHe birdied 13, 15, and 17 on the back and him."
Murray shot 340 as a team. Blake es his tee shot off No.9 Tliesday durit Was his short game that gave him probGraham
and Zack Newsome each .shot 37 ing the First Region Golf Tournament
lems on the front.
while
Jay
Roth shot 90 and Ian Holmes shot at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
'1 thought (the wind) might play into my
favor," he said. "I got hot on the back nine. 91.
the credit to longtime co-coach Johnny
Back . at the clubhouse, the victorious
I just told myself at the turn, I'm going to
Hutching, who headed up the boys program
Lakers were making hotel plans for Bowling
turn•this around and it worked out."
through last season before surrendering it to
'Garrison shot 79, including a 38 on the Green. They'll play a practice round Smith.
back nine, while Howard shot 80 and fin- Monday, then begin competition Tuesday. If
"1 took over a program loaded with talished the back at 39. Matt McReynolds they make the cut, they'll play in ent, loaded with experience and loaded with
Wednesday's final round at Bowling Green
came in at 81.
enthusiasm," Smith said. "This victory is a
Country
aub.
-"Sf. Mary's Sammy
the
testament to the kind of coach Johnny is and
This is the first Laker team to qualify for
individual title, shooting a 7Z two
this win is as much his as it is anybody's."
state since the mid-90s. Smith gave much of

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
AMOrkiell League Standings
AN Timm CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
y-New York
102 56.646
—
z-Eloston
91 88 58010 1/2
Tampa Bay
81 76.51620 1/2
Toronto
74 84.488
28
Baltimore
60 97.38241 1/2
Centval Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
84 73.535
—
2
Minnesota
82 75.522
Chicago
76 81.444
8
Cleveland
64 92:41019 1/2
Kansas City
64 94.40520 1/2
West Division
W
L Pot GB
y-los Angeles
93 64 592
8
85 72.541
Texas
Seattle
81 76.518
12
75 82.478
Oakiend
18
y-clinched division
z-clinched wild card
'Raseday's Games
Minnesota 3, Detroit 2, 10 innings, lit
COMO
N.Y. Yankees 4, Kansas City 3
Detroit 8, Minnesota 5, 2nd game
Chicago White Sox at Cleveland, ppd.,
rein
Tempe Bay 3, Baltimore 1
Toronto 8. Boston 7
L.A. Angels 5, Texas 2
Seattle 6. Oakland 4
Wednesdays Games
Chicago Whits Sox (C.Torres 1-la at
Cleveland (Cannons 4-12), 3:05 p.m.,
let game
Kanses City (Toledo 4-2) at N.Y.
Yankees(Chamberlain 9-6), 6:05 p.m_
Minnesota (Pavano 13-11) at Detroit
(Bonine 0-1), 6:06 p.m.
Baltimore (Da.Hernandez 4-9) at Tampa
Bay (.1.Shields 10-12), 6:06 p.m.
Toronto (Halladay 16-10) at Boston
(Wakefield 11-4), 6:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Boehrie 12-10) at
Cleveland (Masterson 4-9). 635 p.m.,
2nd game
Texas (Holland 8-12) at L.A. Angels
(Palmer 10-2), 9:05 p.m.
Oakland (Mortensen 2-3) at Seattle
(Morrow 1-4), 9:10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Minnesota at Detrott, 12:05 p.m.
Texas at L.A. Angels, 5:05 p.m.
Baltimore at Tampa Bay, 8:08 p.m.
Cleveland at Boston, 6:10 p.m.
Oakland at Seattle, 910 p.m.

a Racers
From Page 18
GlOsser tallied two of MSU's
.while Stephanie Etiudts,,
garnered one.
oadway and Kostnecki
4454:1 the pitchihg duties, with
way in the circle for four
s. Each pitcher tallied one
apiece and Broadway
ODC strike
Racerswill attempt to
ir first home game of the
Saturday, Oct. 11
t Lambuth. MSU has
beet;Scheduled to play Shawnee
Cotignunity College during
September, but was forced to
dowel both dates due to wet
Wehther and field conditions.
The Racers also have a doubleheader against Mid-Continent
sclifiduled for Oct. 17 in Murray
Is -the conclusion of their fall
schallule.
aid Parade Estasy
Success is Mem
•,frnner Murray State pitchers
I Calhoun and Mike
te enjoyed success in the

minor leagues this summer. organization Pitcher of the by making 18 appearances with
Calhoun spent his manner with Month for August. In his six the Chiefs. He went 3-1 with a
the Class A Short Season appearances, Calhoun went 2-0 3.69 ERA and two saves. He
Batavia
Muckdogs, while with a 1.03 ERA. He fanned 24 surrendered 13 earned runs and
Perconte spent time- wig Ale while surrendering 18 hits and struck out 24 in 31.2 innings.
Class A Midwest League Poona three earned runs over 26.1
After being sidelined with an
Chiefs, Class A Short Season innings.
injury, Perconte made seven
Northwest League Boise Hawks
Calhoun earned his first pro- appearances with the Hawks. In
and the Class A Advanced fessional victory or Aug. 13 seven
relief
appearances,
Florida State League Daytona when he allowed three hits and Perconte went 1-1 with two
Cubs.
struckout six over six innings of saves.
Calhoun's transition into pro- shut out baseball against the
Perconte played for his third
fessional baseball was a smooth Vermont Lake Monsters. His team on the summer when he
one as the All-American went 2- second victory came two starts was promoted to the Class A
0 with a 1.86 ERA in 12 appear- later when he surrendered one Advanced Cubs. He made 17
ances. He allowed 10 earned earned run on five hits and three appearances and posted a 1-1
runs on 40 hits in 48.1 imdngs. strikeouts over five innings record with a 3.64 ERA and one
He walked six and struck out 42, against the Mahoning Valley save.
while holding opponents to a Scrappers.
He closed the summer strong
.217 average.
In his second season in the as he allowed two earned runs in
Calhoun was even more Chicago Cubs organization, one of his final 10 appearances,
impressive as a starter as he Perconte split time with three including a stretch of fivewent 2-0 with. 1.24 ERA in six different teams and posted a straight appearances without
starts. In 29 innings, he allowed record of 5-3 with a 3.78 ERA allowing an earned run.
four earned runs on 26 hits with and one save. He tossed 69 Perconte picked up the victory
23 strikeouts.
innings and gave up 29 earned over the Clearwater Threshers
The efforts did not go unno- runs on 62 hits and 61 strike- (Aug. 28)after striking out three
ticed by the St. Louis Cardinals outs.
and not allowing a hit over three
as Calhoun was named the
Perconte began the summer innings.

FL ROUNDUP

'Titans put Hentrich on IR, bring back Mark Jones
VeiSHVIIIIE,Thin.(AP)— The Tennessee
tazins have brought back veteran wanner Mark
Js weeks after releasing him to fix their sangcling special teams.
The Titans (0-3) signed Jones this offseason,

then cut him Sept. 4. But using rookies as their
returners resulted in two turnovers and 14 points
in Iasi weekend's 24-17 loss to the New York Jets.
They ve Jones a physical Tuesday and
signed him back to the luster.

Tennessee placed veteran punter Craig
Hentrich on injured reserve. He strained a calf
mu.scle Sept. 20. Running back Chris Henry was
released from the roster with running back
Rodney Fergu.son cut from the practice squad.

O
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From Page 113
enough to win on Senior Night.
Murray outshot Graves 11-8 and
got four saves from keeper Will
Hudson. Eagle keeper Nick
Prather notched five saves.
The Tigers scored first at the
27-minute mark of the first half
on a John Cohoon goal off a
Jeremy Curd assist. Graves got
the equalizer just one minute
later.
Murray pulled ahead again at
the 17-minute mark when Curd
scored off a Hines assist. Graves
again knotted the score with
seven minutes remaining in the
half.

Heat with
Personality.

!MURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

1100-20.a. Main •

Inc.

hearalf

West KY's Authorized Monessen Dealer/Distributor!
.0"

The Tigers took a 3-2 lead
eight minutes into the second
half when Hines scored off a
Jordan Benton assist, but Graves
once again had an answer at the
23-minute mark.
Murray returns to actidn
Sunday in the Class A State Clip
semifinals against Danvilli.
Game time is set for 1 p.m. Era
at Sower Field in Frankfort.
Calloway Cosety 4, ;
Mayfield 4
•
Calloway
County
artd'
Mayfield ended Tuesday night's
2nd District contest in a 4-4
deadlock in Mayfield.
No other information had
been reported at press time.

Bruce homers twice to
lead Reds past Cardinals
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
St. Louis Cardinals aren't exactly rolling into the National
League playoffs.
The Central Division-champions lost for the fourth time in

The Henry County Junior Livestock Association is
having their annual fall Trail Ride

Saturday, October 101 2009
at Foster Heritage Ranch in Puryear, TN
The first ride out is at 10 a.m.
The second ride out is at 1:30 p.m.
S10/person or $25/family.

availatie ai

Theedey's Games
Philadelphia 7, Houston 4
Washington 4, N.Y. Mots 3
Florida 5, Atlanta 4
Cincinnati 7, St. Louis 2
Chicago Cubs 6, Pittsburgh 0
Colorado 7, Milwaukee 5, 11 innings
San Diego 3, L.A. Dodgers 1
San Francisco 8, Arizona 4
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Morton 4-9) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 12-8), 1:05 p.m., 1st game
N.Y. Mets(Redding 3-6) at Washington
(lennan 9-13), 3:35 p.m.
Houston (Moehier 8-11) at Philadelphia
(P.Martinez 5-1). 6:05 p.m.
Florida (Nolasco 12-9) at Atlanta
(J.Vazquez 15-9), 6:10 p.m.
St. Louis (Smolt! 1-2) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 14-13), 6:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Karstens 3-5) at Chicago
Cubs(Zambrano 9-6). 7:05 p.m., 2nd
game
Milwaukee (Suppan 7-11) at Colorado
(Hammel 9-8), 7:40 p.m
L.A. Dodgers (Garland 11-12) at San
Diego (CI.Richard 4-2), 905 pm
Arizona (Mulvey 0-2) at San Francisco
(Penny 3-1), 9:15 p.m.
Thursday's Games
St. Louis(C Carpenter 16-4) at
Cincinnati (K.Wells 2-4), 11:35 a.m.
Milwaukee (M.Parra 11-10) at Colorado
(Cook 10-6), 2:10 p.m.
Arizona (Heron 14-9) at San Francisco .
(Lincecum 14-7), 2:45 p.m.
Houston (F.Paulino 2-11) at
Philadelphia (CI.Lee 7-3), 6:05 p.m.
Washington (Mock 3-10) at Atlanta
(Hanson 11-4), 6:10 p.m_
Pittsburgh (1.4ahoim 8-9) at Chicago
Cubs (Samardzi(a 1-3), 7:05 p.m.

MI,B ROUNDUP

Sloci now.

Many
Styles
To
Choose
From!

x-clinched playoff berth
y-clinched division

•Soccer

Fall Trail Ride Er Lunch

M NESSEN

National League Standings
AN Timm CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
91 86.580
Philadelphia
86 71.548
5
Atlanta
84 74.532 7 1/2
Florida
67 91.42424 1/2
Now York
37 54 103.344
Wastangton
Coftrel Division
W
L Pct GB
—
90 67.573
y-St. Louis
82 74.526 7 1/2
Chicago
77 80.490
Milwaukee
13
75 62.478
15
Cincinnati
17
Houston
73 84.465
59 97.37830 1/2 Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
93 85.589
x-Los Angeles
89 68.567 3 1/2
Colorado
San Francisco
84 73 535 8 1/2
73 85.462
20
San Diego
Arizona
66 89.43324 1/2

Serving grilled hamburgers, hotdogs, and bologna w/tnmmings, dessert,
and drink at noon During this time, they will also have drawings for
prizes Really good prizes Horses a wagons are welcome
Directions: From Murray, Ky take 641 S. into Hazel, KY, turn
right onto State Une Road, go about 5-6 miles and the ranch
Is on the left, which is Kuyicenciall Road.
For additional information contact: Mike Barnhill 642-6618
or Chris Waits 247-5369 or 731-445-3887
All proceeds go to e Junior Livestock Association scholarship fund

five games as Jay Bruce homered twice and had a career-high
five RBIs to lead the Cincinnati
Reds to a 7-2 win on Tuesday
night.
St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa is concerned that the
Cardianls might be too relaxed.
"You want to compete the
best you can," La Russa said.
"You don't want to turn anything off. You can't turn it off
and turn it on. Nobody is that
good."
Joel Pineiro (15-12) allowed
seven runs and eight hits in six
innings to fall to 1-3 in his last
four starts for the Cardinals.
who wrapped up the NL Central
title with a 6-3 win at Colorado
on Saturday.
"I got behind a lot of hitters,"
Pineiro said. "I left a lot of balls
up. It was not a good day for me
all around. I was not getting ou:
in front. I was trying to throw
the ball around the plate but the
ball was moving a lot. When I
got ahead. I couldn't finish
them. When I got behind 1 warit
ed to challenge them. I didn't
want to give them a walk. I got
too much of the plate and when
I did they hit it hard.
"I'm glad I get one more
start. I want to finish on a good
note. I need to fine tune some
things and get ready for the next
level."
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Thank You
We would like to thank every person for
prayers, cards, calls, visits, and flowers.
4.0
Thanks to Stephanie Roberts. Breanna
Kimbro. and Susan Coleman for the beautiful
songs you sang.
Thanks to Bro. 'loin Mathis. Bro. Hal Barrow,
Bro. John Denham, Bro. Sammy Cunningham,
Bro. Joey Adair and Bro. Bobby Edmonson for
the wonderful words of encouragement.
Thanks to Spring Creek Nursing Care, I.c.icust
Grove Baptist Church, Blood River Baptist
Church, New Mount Carmel Baptist Church. and
Cherry Corner Baptist Church, for the food that
was prepared for us and to Cherry Corner Baptist
Church for letting the family gm together after the
funeral, and if there are others that we forgot to
mention.
A big thanks to York Funeral Home for the
lovely services and encouraging words_
Thanks to The Cherry Tree for the beautiful
flowers for our mother.
Thanks to every one of you for every act of
kindness. God bless each of you. We are truly
blessed to have fnends like you.
The Family of Imogene Kimhro

;olorado

at San
rn
;ramose°

150
1011
2011
210

0/0

Rollos

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile ao.-41 driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week deliver, :nterested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 ?iihitnell Ave

Fkoperty Alisnopornenk Lw
www.murraykyapartmenta.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Hoo'k'Mn

Appliances included. No PETS!

1111111 Legal

111131LWanted
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A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed
in Calloway District
Court by Fred Swann,
Executor, In the Estate
of. Virginia
Louise
Swann Exceptions to
, this settlement must be
;filed in the Calloway
•County District Court on
:or before the hearing,
• which is set for 9:00 am
;on the 12th day of
Ottober,
2009
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
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tHE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
risk.
own
their
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
&
Ledger
Murray
limes, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
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When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnctwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

DO you love working
with kid.?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
logs, 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following positron: RN
full-time afternoon shift. We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the State of Kantucky.
Apply In parson at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

PECO Products hiring
all positions send
resume to infoOpecoproducts.com PO Box
363. Murray.

I

Lost and Found

LOST: Old Black male
ffog w/grey face with
red collar. Has cancer.
. very thin Lost around
Kirkwood/Glendale
hd. 293-5785

FULL OR PART bme
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
parson after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Britthaven of Benton now has a full-time
position for an experienced aide/cook
for nursing home environment.
Must be able to work days,
afternoons and weekends.
Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOE/AAE

STAINED
glass
antique lamp. Esteban
guitar,
new,
with
instruction dvd's.Total
gym as seen on TV,
real work out.
270-705-8208.
Thirty-six inch flatscreen Sony
Trinitron WEGA television. TV bought in
2004; price: $100.
Call 270-759-3622 or
270-293-7907.

LARGE
SELECTION
IISED A rr.tiANt F
WARD UMW,

(270) 153-1113
I
tfinial"

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

NETWORK TECHNICIAN
Full-time, benefits. Two years of college & two
years of experience with large networks, wireless networks, Linux/Unix operating systems.
Additional related college ed. exchanged for
portion of experience requirement. Salary
$18.76 hourly. Click on "Employment" at
www.murraystate.edu/hr for additional information. Application deadline: Oct. 9, 2009.
Apply at: Human Resources,
Murray State University, 404 Sparks Hall
Murray, KY 42071-3312.
Women/minorities encouraged to apply

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Road interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361
111,am &Gordo
lohn
Deere
tow
behind yard sweeper,
Briggs
&
$150.
Stratton 5 HP chipper/shredder, $250.
270-767-0438.

ge

2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
213R,
refrigerator,
stove. No pets. 204 S.
11th St. $400 monthly.
767-9037.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
81550/mo.
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage 8,
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

e *knelt

PADUCAH
Real
Estate
96hr licensing class
begins 9-28. Days or
nights 10-1 Late registration up to Oct 31.
card
Debit/credit
accepted, Ery payment plan 270-2230789.
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1,2&3 Bedroom.
753-0606
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BRITTHAVEN of
Benton now has a fulltime position for an
experienced cook/aide
for nursing home environment. Must be
able to work days,
afternoons and weekends. Apply in person
at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Benton. KY No
phone calls please
EOE/AAE

PREMIER Motors is
hiring a part-time lot
attendant responsible
for lot inventory, cornputor entry and various office duties_
Apply in person at 537
Brewers Hwy Hardin
KY

PAN Nurse Aide. Must be willing to work all
shifts and enjoy working with elderly.
Experience preferred, but not required. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace of Murray. 1505
Stadium View. EOE

VERY Nice, 2Bedroom, 1-Bath
Duplex, centralheat/air, washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, great location.
no pets,
non-smoking.
$800.00/month, one
yew lease, depOSit
and references
required. 753-5719.

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2-BEDROOM,2-Bath
House, completely
remodeled, centralheat/air, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets, non-smoking,
$700.00/month, one
year lease, deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.
2BR House, 1-1/2
blocks from university.
$425. 753-5992
2BR, 4444 Radio
Road, $350, no pets.
753-8582 227-1935
NICE 2BR, carport,
4m1. N. of Murray.
Lease & deposit
required.
NonSmoking. No pats.
Evening 750-1204.

MINIATURE
Dachshunds 3 male
black & tan, 1 female
sable,
1st
shots,
wormed, $150- (719)
688-3947.
REGISTERED small
Maltese and Poodles.
270-489-2761. 270519-4472.
YORKIE puppies ACA
registered.
Home
raised, vet checked,
shots up-to-date. Tiny
girl, $500. Utde boy,
$400. 436-5506,2935508.
riglock

1440 q.ft. bldg for
lease. Great location
has gas heat. 9780402

Farm gates & corral
panels for sale. 7671003, 806-669-2274.

I I )1? I
I ) I )I

4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building in Downtown
Murray. For more
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at SBG Real Property
Professionals at 270753-9999 x111.

•

PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Appx. 1,500 sq.ft. 9780402
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5+ commercial acres
next to Walmart on
641. 7533949.

KELLY FARMS
For Sale
Wheat Straw bales
10 or more
$2.00 a bale.
Square & round
bales, horse quality.
Call: 293-6756
Nights: 753-9097

Commercail building
for sale or lease. High
traffic. Great visibility.
976-0402.
COMMERCIAL building, 30x40, CM/A, low
utility bill, water &
sanation
included.
753-6106, 753-3258.

&

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

FREE Golden Sheltie
free to good home
Shots & neutered. 270978-6404.

Supplies

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

GET INTO

555-B Ford Backhoe
Extend-a-Hoe, 1985
$8000 Firm 293-3232

THE GAME

Arwood

I Subscribefor all your hometown football action!
Firewood. 293-2487.
[
11131
t
iBoy
7o
AFFORDABLE child
care. 270-293-9794.
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED? 270-2935806
OFFICE & rental property
cleaning.
References available
227-6535.
STAY at home mother
of 2 is available full or
part-time
hours.
Availability is from
6am-9pm, Mon-Sat
Children ages infancy
to pre-k. Reasonable
Hates' 270-293-0374.
270-976-5194.

F
F
A
T
S
Accountant/CPA -- successful CPA firm offering competitive salary
4 day work week. 2yrs.
accounting
public
110
expenence and BS in
accounting required.
[
Waritth BM
Email resume confito
dent.ally
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
Julie sacora corn
753-3633

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Adidas
For Sale

Country Metals
& Building
Supplies

•

(2 70)9 70- 7081

(14 X 56) 2BR Home
and Lot on State Line
Rd., Crossland
($12,500)
Contact Broker &
Owner
Mike Conley
270.293.3232

14X58 21311 $300
month, $300 deposit
12x60 2811 $200
month. $200 deposit.
KY Lake Patterson
Point area 436-6280
LARGE 3BR
753-6012

$295

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.
VERY Nice Large,
2-Bedroom. 2-Bath
Duplex, completely
remodeled, centralheat/air, washer/dryer,
all appliances furnished, great location
no pets.
non-smoking.
$650 00/month. one
year lease, deposit
and references
required 753-5719.

e
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
M-F

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Lead Mall
tarb.30
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Check

JILL RENTAIS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S 4TH ST.
Center ni 121 S.& Gkitadt.

111XI0 $25 i0x15$00
(2701 436-2524
(270) 293-6906

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
I St Address
City
I
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph
The Place to
Start

. Murray

Ledger & Times
(270)753
'1916

Apsiensnts For Rant
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
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Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
I.
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NEW Construction
313R, 2BA, 2 car
garage
1,400 sq.ft., $117,000.
Washington St.
293-8705

YARD SALE
90$ WILKINS RD
94 TO 300
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Antique silver 7pc.
& coffee set,
power washer,
antique sewing
machine, table & 4
chairs, coffee & end
tabie, bedspread.

FREE
MILL•iM141111

voi
0
4.

1ilk
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id estate advertised Mato
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Ad, who win IC
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or national origin, or Slim
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1991 Ford Escort
Pony, 2 door, manual
transmission, 6450.
270-787-04313.

Stale laws forbid discrimination
Iii the aide, rental or advertising

cf real estate bawd on factors in
addition to those proledrd
under federal law.
Wr will knowingly accept.any
advertising for real estate MU&
I, not in violation of the law AO
are henby informed
ardwelltry advertised we
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Homing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Camel
Rene P MUen.POD)648-100D.

Comes

c

98 Gulf Stream Sun
Voyager motor home.
34th, 40k miles, 12ft
Ode ouL
270427-1068.

I

=1710111
,

$10 & up. WO mow
Weis. Adult owned &
apievoid.
1004171144166.

UNSEUEVAIILE
Log Cables Sale
Sat Oct 10th
LOG CABIN & SAC
Only
$09,900

tit •. N
75: rt WO

!,r

vd FREE Boot Opel

.1 hitt,

Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abutbrig wildlife park at
1110,000 acre recreational Mks
Ii KY.Excelent
financing. CM now.
1-000404-3154 x
3269. kylakesale.com

*

I

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
-Remodeling
•Addlbons

-o•oks
Porches
Pole Barns
•laminate Floors
"Tile
'Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nirnmo

10 acres of land for
sale in Lynn Grove
community. Lots of
road frontage priced to
sell. 293-0538,
293-5215.

Hill Electric

Since 1986
24 nous ram=
Res.. Corn.. & Intl
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
11,000-SO.FT. horns
In country, 68R, SBA,
Indoor pod, gymnasium.,(28' tall ceiling),
58cres lake, lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90eores.
569-2032.

438-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal, gutter
clewing, hauling, Mc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

313FI located in Hazel,
2 acres with double
SPrIGIt. At:010M
Sealed bids until
October 10th. Seller
has the right to refuse
all bids. 787-4222.
P.O. Box 1300 Murray, •
KY

438-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.

1'1111 I
ti

11-111
'
BRICK & Block layer
available.
270-252-0867.
WEST
Calloway
County
Development
•Track hoe, dozer,
backhoe work & septic
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale. We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781,
270-559-2032..

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978— 1007

it

Ns' 1
•a ••
Photo provided

AWARDED: Each week Murray. Elementary students who *am vevisidver througho
ut the

week receive special rewards. Students selected from each claw
meet with the principal,
Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for Septemb

er 26th
were: P1: Emma Melton, Cameron Youngblood, • Brio, McClure, Jade Oakley, Apirada
Chetawatee; P2: Ansem El-Beram, Jack Epperson, Patrick Jones, Angelic Toliver, Caden
Damell, P3: Connor Johnson, Savannah Richey, Charles Pemwell, Trevor Harrison, Fatemeh
RftriELL'S Tree
Yarali; P4: Abhyx Lawrence, Cameron Perry, Trinity Perez, Adonis Lawrence and Justin
Service
Trimming, removal. Bartholomew.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

_
Murray Umbra &llmosa Fats

NEW 48R, 2BA. 2120
sq. ft. located at
Brookside Lane.
Accepting sealed bids
until October 10th.
Seller has the right to
refuse all bids.
767-4222 P.O. Box
1300 Murray, KY

_

Cuomo Buwicizero
*Land-clearing
eUnderbrushing •Ponds
*Lakes matenvays
Free Esansiss
Greg Rantroe
2,3-0371

USED 11RiS

ENERGY saving new
home, 2,244 sq.ft.
under roof. 38R, 2BA,
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete drive,
patio & front porch, no
city taxes, $8,000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781, 5592032,

aar•I,

IN Ill

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
RADIO RD
ACROSS FROM
DEB'S PLACE
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:094
Crib, changing table,
table & chairs. video
games, clothes,
WY*. etc-

H001111111/1

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

JOSEPH'S
LANDSCAPING &
PAINTING SERVICE
We haul dirt, gravel,
mulch & Mc.
Free Estimates
18 Years Exp.
Commercial &
Residential
(731)819-6942

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270)436-2228
-MEMO,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Dr.
Ken Carstens of Murray has
been re-appointed as advisor to
the Board of Directors • of the
Metro-Louisville Parks Board,
including members of the
Metro-Louisville Parks board, at
the August meeting held at
Locust Grove Historic Home.
The home was the last home
of General George Rogers Oa*
and is located off River and
Blakenbaker roads. The home is
undergoing renovation currently
based on research that illustrates
how the rooms were painted,
wall-papered, or decorated
between 1790 and 1810.
The home, gift-shop, museum, and grounds are open year
round for educational tours, special events, concerts, antique
fairs, historical re-enactments
and historicai seminars.
Last May, the museum
opened
its
new, nearly
$1,000,000 exhibit hall featuring
General George Rogers Clark,
the father of Kentucky and hero
of the American Revolution.
Locust Grove Historic Home
is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places and is a

ilef•SCONO
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Oct. 1, 2009:
This year, you are open to
changes and more positive conversations. You always put your
best foot forward, especially in
your daily life. You might want
to rethink agreements you make
with bosses or higher-ups that
push your limits. Your instincts
come through one more time. If
you are single, many people find
you appealing. You have more
choices than you are aware of.
However, use care in the person
you choose. If you are attached,
time spent together on favorite
projects or away alone together
rebuilds the bond between you.
PISCES works well with you.
Partner with them more often at
work or with projects.

From the subject of this article, I am
sure you are wondering what kind of holiday they are celebrating in the Netherlands
in September. There is no specific holiday
as the word "holiday" in Holland refers to
vacation time. So when the Dutch say they
are "going on holiday", it means they are
taking a vacation trip.
To the Dutch, holidays are very significant and I dare say that 90% of the population ventures away from home for a
length of at least 2 weeks up to 5 weeks..
The Dutch take their holiday time very seri-'
ous and me
make plans well in advance. Th Andrus,
FIlm0Y141111hA
fa
can afford to take this time off because of
MN* Wilier two reasons: First, more vacation time N
offered here to employees. Most employers
give up to 2 weeks to any starting employee and you do not
have to be employed there for a year before you can take
your vacation. Second, all employers offer their employees
"holiday pay" in addition to their paid weeks off. This holiday pay is 8% of their annual grosi salary and is paid ar
them in the month of May. This benefit makes it very appeal
ing to take a vacation and be paid for your weeks off also.
A lot of Dutch have campers that you will see lining
freeways on their way to France, Spain and Italy. The sou
of France and Spain are very popular destinations for ti
Dutch. Also flights to many sunny locations in Europe air
publicized daily on the interne and in the newspapers beg&
aing in January. There are dozens of travel agencies hei:e
Who offer exciting, budget minded vacations to sunny lockbons in Spain, Prance, Greece, Portugal. and Italy. The freeways and secondary roads are as sparse with traffic during
the months of July and August much the same way that Murray is when Murray State is not in full session. The ironic
thing is that a lot of Germans come to the Netherlands to
enjoy the beautiful beaches here. But because the Dutch know
bow unpredictable the weather is here in the summer, they
choose to go where they know the sun will shine and the
temperatures will be warm.
We took our two week "holiday" to Rhodes, Greece the
first of September. We booked a package which included
flight, hotel, transportations to and from the airport and breakfast. This was my first visit to Greece but hopefully it won't
be my last. Rhodes is the 3rd largest island in Greece. There
are 360 days of sunshine a year. Rhodes is called the "windy
beach" because there is a constant wind coming off the
Mediterranean every day but that is what makes Rhodes so
appealing. The temperatures can become very hot but the
wind makes it so comfortable and enjoyable. There is much
to do in Rhodes besides just enjoying the sun by the pool
or on the beach. There are many boat tours available to
other islands in Greece. You can take a day trip, an overnight
trip or a short cruise. We elected to take two one day tours;
one to Lindos which is at the southern tip of Rhodes and to
Symi which is an island about 2.5 hrs. by boat from Rhodes.
You experience absolutely breathtaking scenery upon approaching from the sea as the boat comes into the bays of these
small towns. The Greek people arc so very friendly and
speak perfect English. The food is outstanding and it is so
pleasant to sit outside each and every night to enjoy a wonderful meal under the stars. The sunsets are magnificent.
There are a multitude of places to shop and dine in Rhodes
and we found the prices to be much more reasonable than
in the Netherlands and even other places we have visited in
Europe.
If you ever have an opportunity to travel to Greece, I
highly recommend it. You will not be disappointed.

tt
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D. Kew Centime
National Landmark site. Dr.
Carstens holds the rank of professor emeritus and is an adjunct
professor in the Murray State
University department of history. He has authored numerous
books and peer-revisit/ea jbUrnal
articles about George Rogers
Clark and Clark's Fort Jefferson,
the first settlement in western
Kentucky.

Iv isseselles War
partner or associate. Relate to
others on a one-on-one level,
and you'll draw only positive
reedits. Investigate alternatives
In discussions.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 22)
**** You could see issues far
differently from others. Weekend-white thinking isn't the
answer. Can you make both
views workable? Why is ono
more "right" than another? In
there lies the solution. Someone
could see you as very desirable.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct Xi)
***** Easy works and brings
you to a new level. Listen to
news with an eye to change at
wort. What is acceptable in this
situation? if necessary, be willing
to adapt, learn and Incorporate
new types of thinking.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination combined with an innate talent takes
you into new realms of thought.
Be willing to break past a boundary and see what lies on the
other side. Feelings abound as
creativity surges.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Sometimes you might
want to keep your opinion° to
yourself or share them with a
chosen few. Though such a lowkey approach is generally not
you, it is wettable and smart. If
you can, take the day off in order
to avoid a conflict.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19)
***** You open up a door by
being willing to have an overdue
conversation. Feelings flow,
especially if you detach from an
immediate situation and look at
the person involved. Give up
being reactive.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
*** Know what you are worth
beyond the almighty buck. You
offer many assets that others
don't. Ask questions if you're
confused by someone's perspective. A partner verbalizes
with ease. Dig in and get a lob
completed.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You are in your element and resound with good
sense. You might want to present your ideas in a way that others can hear. Others are disposed in your favor, and your
suggestions seem to draw
results.

ARIES(March 21-April 10)
*** Stop ernOliOnal thoughts
for a few minutes. Take a deep
breeth or go for a walk. Then
look around. The story can
change considerably with some
perspective. Overindulgence is
the natural theme of the
4 moment. Honor who you are.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You are aiming for
more of what you want.
Investigate possibilities with an
Water Damaged Floors
open mind. You might see the
Braces 8 Rom Joists
logic in two different approaches
Fisimobsing & Pkimbing
to the same situation. Wavering
W5 Do insurance work
won't work. Try one way or the
No & ussoriCsed Accspisd
other.
731-2474422 GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You might want to do
something very different and
cannot achieve that goal as faSi
as you might like. Take the lead
on a project. If you have a clear
STRUCTION
vision of what is acceptable, or
Call uaii, 1,a Mkt,COn•M•111101
mans Al ai an sanniabie cod.
want a job done the way you
want it done, you need to be the
*Roofing •Sheetrock
one to do it.
Plaster *Remodels
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
& more
**** Reach out for more infor(270)873-9341
mation. Seeking out new facts
(270)873-2487
could be important. Note that
there is also an issue of perspective in choosing which facts are
YEARRY'S
Tree relevant. Take a look for yourself.
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ROME (AP) — Archaeologists
say they have unveiled what they
believe to be remains of the "dining room" of the Roman emperor
Nero, part of his palatial residence
built in the first century.
Lead archaeologist Francoise
Villedicu says her team discovered
part of a circular room, which
experts believe rotated day and
night t')imitate the Earth's movein.'ra and impress guests.
Villedieu
journalists
told
Tuesday that the room on the
ancient Palatine Hill was supported by a pillar with a diameter of 4
meters (more than 13 feet). She
says only the foundation of the
room was recovered during the
four-month excavation.
The Golden Palace, also known
by its Latin name Domus Aurea,
rose over the nuns of a fire that
destroyed much of Rome in 64
A.D. and was completed in 68
A.D.
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